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Abstract 

This project provides insights that inform the design of clam garden governance models 

including potential structures, processes and resources. The practice Western science calls “clam 

gardens” has played a significant role in First Nations communities of the Pacific Northwest for 

perhaps millennia. However, the gardens have not been tended for decades and restoration is 

now required. To achieve restoration, governance must focus on improving traditional and 

scientific knowledge of the gardens and on balancing inequalities that contributed to the 

depressed health of clam gardens. Leveraging a five-year clam garden restoration effort lead by 

Parks Canada and the WSÁNEĆ and Hul’qumi’num First Nations of British Columbia, this 

research explores these challenges through interviews with First Nations, researchers, and 

representatives from Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve, Tla-o-qui-aht Tribal Parks, and 

Pacific Rim National Park Reserve. Results point to considerations for the development of clam 

garden governance models now and into the future. 
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Introduction 

This project seeks to provide insights that can inform the design of clam garden 

governance models including potential structures, processes and resources. Indigenous oral 

history speaks of the significant practical, cultural, and spiritual roles clam gardens once played 

in First Nation communities (Deur, Dick, Recalma-Clutesi, & Turner, 2015). Archaeological 

research corroborates this history showing that the structures and practices Western science now 

refers to as “clam gardens” have been in use by First Nations of the Pacific Northwest since at 

least the late Holocene (Groesbeck, Rowell, Lepofsky & Salomon, 2014). Clam gardens have not 

been actively used for perhaps decades and require an element of restoration to bring them back 

from their currently inactive state. Given the significant changes to both social and ecological 

systems that have ensued in the years since clam gardens were actively maintained, it is clear 

restoring clam gardens back to their exact former state may not be a realistic goal and that a 

different definition of restoration will likely be necessary. This process will require a focus on 

improving knowledge about clam gardens through both traditional knowledge and scientific 

research, and a long-term commitment to governance. But more than this, and perhaps most 

challenging, governance must attend to the core issue of social inequality that contributed in 

significant ways to the current state of clam garden health. 

Leveraging a five-year clam garden restoration effort lead in part by Parks Canada and 

the WSÁNEĆ and Hul’qumi’num First Nations of British Columbia’s West Coast, this research 

begins to explore some of these challenges. It presents the results of interviews with First 

Nations community members, researchers, and representatives from governance models situated 

on First Nations traditional territory including Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve, Tla-o-qui-

aht Tribal Parks, and Pacific Rim National Park Reserve. This inquiry is meant to present a 
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variety of perspectives through which to consider clam garden governance and is intended as a 

contribution that may assist in the development of existing and future clam garden governance 

models. While this research focuses on governance models, it is important to note that this focus 

necessarily includes a consideration of the institutions and mechanisms that comprise the 

“working” parts of governance models. As such, concepts and ideas related to institutions and 

mechanisms will appear throughout this research document, and should be considered part of the 

overarching concern with governance models.  

As a final note, this research is a Western academic perspective on the subject matter. It 

is also part of a much larger interdisciplinary inquiry that cannot be complete without the 

involvement of the First Nation communities that hold unceded rights to both the territory and 

knowledge upon which clam gardens depend. This research is meant as a contribution to an 

ongoing conversation and has been written with the goal of opening into important dialogue 

between Western science and traditional ecological knowledge holders as they seek to create 

governance models that benefit all involved.  

Managing Complex Social-Ecological Systems 

Around the world, dominant approaches to natural resource management are being re-

considered and common practices are slowly shifting. . “Command and control” management 

approaches that attempt to manipulate and control the natural environment in order to maximize 

natural resource yields are being questioned relative to a more complex view of ecosystem 

dynamics and social objectives (Berkes, 2015). Even more than this, natural resource 

management is being recognized as a social endeavour, a practice that intimately links human 

and environmental well-being (Holling, 2001). International bodies such as the International 

Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) and United Nations have recognized this crucial 
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connection and continue to initiate research efforts in pursuit of better understanding the 

complex connections between the two (Holling, 2001; Reid, Berkes, Wilbanks, Capistrano, 

2006). Efforts like the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) initiated by the UN, and the 

Commission on Environmental, Economic, and Social Policy hosted by the IUCN speak to the 

importance world leaders are placing on a more connected approach to natural resource 

management. 

This shift in approach requires a move away from deterministic management activities 

and towards methods that recognize the inherent uncertainty and surprise in both ecological and 

social systems (Leach, Mearnes, Scoones, 1999; Schluter et al., 2012). From this perspective 

resource management problems become systems problems exhibiting multiple causation, non-

linear, and evolutionary characteristics (Berkes & Folke, 2000). Likewise, problems assume 

historical context, where the past plays an important role in eliminating certain avenues of 

recourse or action due to fundamental changes in the system over time (Meadows & Wright, 

2008).  

From a systems perspective all scales from local to global become important and 

relevant. Local users who have intimate knowledge of how the resource is faring and who are 

directly invested in the health of the resource become valuable allies for decision-makers who 

are politically and fiscally responsible for resource management.  In this respect, the focus for 

management becomes less about individual resource use, and more about the manner in which 

resources are governed. Questions about how financial and human resources are distributed, how 

information is gathered and whose knowledge is privileged in decision making become 

fundamental to effective management of the system (Berkes, 2015). This emerging view of 

natural environments as not just a repository of resources for human use, but as complex social-
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ecological systems indicates a need for an inclusive, dynamic, and flexible approach that extends 

itself into considerations of politics, power, and knowledge generation.   

Clam Gardens as Complex Social-Ecological Systems 

 Clam gardens are found along the coastlines of the Pacific Northwest from southern 

British Columbia to Alaska. Built along stretches of intertidal beach by indigenous peoples, the 

structures referred to today as “clam gardens” and/or Loxiwey (Deur et al., 2015) were once 

constructed, maintained, and harvested by First Nations to manage bivalve resources. 

Management techniques for the gardens involved rolling large boulders from the beach to the 

low tide line to create a terrace that extended the optimal habitat for clams (Figure 1), as well as 

the regular removal of debris and aeration of the soil matrix (Groesbeck et al., 2014). 

 

 

  

 Beyond a simple resource management tool, clam gardens and marine resource 

management systems in general, served significant social and economic roles in First Nations’ 

communities and cultures (Lepofsky & Caldwell, 2013). Just as clam productivity in the gardens 

depended upon human intervention to enhance and maintain optimal habitat, so too did First 

Nations communities depend upon the clams. The rich and reliable food source provided by clam 

gardens significantly impacted First Nations settlement, travel, trade, and subsistence patterns 

and provided food security that allowed First Nations societies to flourish and to be resilient to 

Figure 1. Structure of clam garden in comparison to non-walled beach. Reprinted from “Sea level change in the 

Gulf Islands National Park Reserve, southern British Columbia: implications for the interpretation of nearshore 

archaeological features,” by G.J. Wyatt, 2015, MSc. Environment and Management Thesis, Copyright 2016 by 

G.J. Wyatt, Reprinted with permission. 
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change (Deur et al., 2015). The traditional governance models for these systems were rooted in 

notions of reciprocity and responsibility that were concerned as much in meeting the needs of the 

clams as with meeting the needs of their human counterparts (Deur et al., 2015). Managing and 

monitoring the gardens was an inter-generational activity and ownership was grounded in clan 

and lineage rights (Williams, 2006). The social systems associated with clam gardens were 

complex and the value of clams within these systems ranged from spiritual and ceremonial to 

practical and economic (Deur et al., 2015). For more information regarding clam gardens, 

Lepofsky et al. (2015) and Deur et al. (2015) provide excellent overviews of the current 

understanding of clam gardens from both scientific and traditional ecological knowledge 

perspectives.  

 Since these times, much has changed. The process of colonization, including epidemics, 

the removal of children to residential schools, and dislocation of First Nations communities to 

reserves has led to a marked decline in the active management of clam gardens (Deur et al., 

2015). Recent recognition of clam gardens as an important part of the active management regime 

practiced by Northwest Coast peoples has led to a surge of interest in restoring the cultural 

landscapes surrounding the gardens, including the ecological systems, cultural knowledge and 

traditional management practices associated with the gardens. First Nations communities, 

researchers, and federal agencies like Parks Canada are all showing a growing interest in 

reviving and governing these culturally and socially significant coastal landscapes within a 

modern day setting.  

One such project is being piloted in the Gulf Islands National Park Reserve (GINPR). 

Driven by Parks Canada in cooperation with the Hul’q’umi’num and WSÁNEĆ First Nations, 

the Listening to the Sea, Looking to the Future project is a five-year study to examine the 
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impacts of active clam garden management on the intertidal environment and on the social and 

cultural fabric of the Hul’q’umi’num and WSÁNEĆ First Nations (Parks Canada, 2014, April). 

To achieve this goal the project is working with two clam garden sides located within and 

adjacent to the GINPR in the Salish Sea (Figure 2). One of the first projects of its kind, Listening 

to the Sea, Looking to Future offers an opportunity to explore what it means to govern clam 

gardens in a modern day context and to examine the possibilities for the future of this valuable 

indigenous management practice.  

 

 

Figure 2. Location of clam gardens under restoration by Parks Canada. Yellow star: Russell Island. Red star: 

Fulford Harbour. Reprinted from “Sea level change in the Gulf Islands National Park Reserve, southern British 

Columbia: implications for the interpretation of nearshore archaeological features,” by G.J. Wyatt, 2015, MSc. 

Thesis, Copyright 2015 by G.J. Wyatt, Reprinted with permission. 
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Research Objectives 

This research utilizes the Listening to the Sea, Looking to the Future project as a starting 

point and accesses other areas of expertise on clam gardens and shared governance on traditional 

territories of Pacific Northwest First Nations. In doing so, it seeks to provide insights that can be 

used to inform the design of governance models related to clam gardens within the Listening to 

the Sea, Looking to the Future project and to offer considerations for future clam garden 

governance. This research is also intended to be situated within the work currently being done on 

clam gardens by Parks Canada and many other researchers.  

Research Questions 

The central question of this research project is: What model(s) of governance might be 

relevant for creating outcomes that fulfill social and ecological goals for the clam gardens that 

are the subject of the Listening to the Sea, Looking to the Future project? Specific sub-questions 

are:  

1) What are the social and ecological goals for clam garden governance as it relates to the 

Listening to the Sea, Looking to the Future project? 

2) What are the key factors involved in creating outcomes that fulfill social and 

ecological goals for the clam gardens within the Listening to the Sea, Looking to the 

Future project? 

3) What models of governance have been used in other shared-jurisdiction management 

scenarios on First Nation traditional territory, and what insights do they offer for clam 

garden governance as it relates to the Listening to the Sea, Looking to the Future project? 

4) What processes, structures, and resources will be required to support clam garden 

governance within the Listening to the Sea, Looking to the Future project?  
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Literature Review 

 This review explored considerations for building governance models to support clam 

gardens. In particular, studies related to the governance of social-ecological systems, shared 

governance in indigenous traditional territory, and the governance of coastal resources. The 

review focused on goals, outcomes, challenges, and opportunities for governance within the 

above contexts to illuminate my research questions and assist in the analysis of my research 

findings.  

Five key considerations for governance models seeking to influence coastal social-

ecological systems within indigenous territory came to light and are summarized below. 

Specifically the literature suggests that governance models to support clam gardens focus on: 

1. Supporting desirable outcomes;  

2. Understanding the ways in which knowledge systems affect actors’ perceptions of 

governance challenges and solutions; 

3. Establishing shared power as well as inclusiveness; 

4. Establishing strong governance relationships; and 

5. Grounding governance in the context of the place it seeks to influence 

Governance focus 1: Supporting desirable outcomes 

The shift in natural resource management towards a recognition of complex social-

ecological systems changes the focus of management activities from achieving specific goals, to 

supporting desirable outcomes (Berkes, 2015). While goals may always drive management to 

some degree, the realization that a system’s inherent complexity may thwart the linear realization 

of goals allows managers to expand their focus to look at the system as a whole. From this wider 

perspective, managers can see challenges as interconnected with systems dynamics, and are in a 
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better position to help ecological and social systems stay healthy and productive in the face of 

change (Anderies, Janssen, & Ostrom, 2007.  

Archaeological and traditional ecological knowledge accounts suggest that this holistic 

perspective was assumed by many Northwest Coast First Nations prior to colonization (Deur et 

al., 2015; Lepofsky & Caldwell, 2013). Traditional management systems for marine resources 

(e.g. fish traps, gill nets, clam gardens) were grounded in a holistic view of the social-ecological 

system (Deur et al., 2015; Lepofsky & Caldwell, 2013). Management constrained resource use in 

a way that respected the natural cycles of the living world (Lepofsky & Caldwell, 2013). It also 

embraced complexity by maintaining the system as an interconnected whole so that when one 

resource was unavailable, another could stand in its place (Deur et al., 2015). This approach 

provided time for ecological systems to recover to an acceptable level while social systems 

continued to thrive. In this way, management was focused on outcomes like food security and 

sustainable harvests that supported the health and productivity of the entire system. 

Shifting modern-day management to include a focus on desirable outcomes gives 

managers an opportunity to tune in to the signals of the system. It also forces greater inclusivity 

in decision making as managers seek multiple inputs from a variety of social and ecological 

sources. In short, it creates a shift towards governance and away from linear goal-driven 

management practices.   

Governance focus 2: Understanding the ways in which knowledge systems affect actors’ 

perceptions of governance challenges and solutions 

Focusing on desirable outcomes requires that the terms being used to describe a desirable 

state, e.g. words like “healthy” and “productive” be defined and measured.  Desirability is a 

values-based judgment that is influenced by complex factors like culture, history and worldview 
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(Holling, Berkes, & Folke, 2000). Desirable outcomes are also defined based on an actor’s role 

within the social-ecological system (Crona & Bodin, 2006). These knowledge and belief systems 

have significant influence over the narratives different actors tell about the issues within the 

system and the solutions they perceive as valid (Leach et al., 1999).  

A good example of the relationship between values and viable solutions can be found in 

the Tla-o-qui-aht Tribal Parks on the west coast of British Columbia. The Parks were established 

by the Nuu-chah-nulth First Nations in response to threats to their traditional territory from 

logging companies (Murray & King, 2012). The Nation perceived the issues at hand as stemming 

from a fundamental difference in values between the Nation on one side and the government and 

corporations on the other (Murray & King, 2012). In response, they successfully opposed the 

plans of the logging company and established counter-governance structures grounded in Nuu-

chah-nulth traditions and beliefs (Murray & King, 2012). Through this example it becomes clear 

how actors’ knowledge systems and perceptions of issues can have significant implications for 

the solutions they see as viable and effective. Likewise, this example points to a need for actors 

to establish a definition of “desirable” that incorporates a variety of knowledge systems in its 

articulation.  

The example above also illuminates the ways in which values impact actors’ perceptions. 

Western society values empirical scientific data as a central source of information. First Nations 

communities on the other hand adhere to value systems that are grounded in notions of 

relationship and reciprocity with the natural world. Western worldviews often relegate other 

ways of knowing to trivial status, or use them as ‘gap filler’ for information science does not 

have (Bowie, 2013). However, favouring scientific knowledge and Western values can create 
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narrow perceptions of the challenges at hand, and can reduce the potential for collaborative 

solutions (Bowie, 2013; Crona & Parker, 2012) as the above example illustrates. 

A final consideration regarding the role of knowledge systems in defining challenges and 

solutions, is how divergent knowledge systems are involved in decision making. Here we can 

look to the difference between the knowledge systems of resource users and those of government 

decision makers as an example. This can be seen as the difference between those who are 

intimate with the natural environment and the resource, and those who are intimate with the 

decision-making processes that guide and constrain resource use (Crona & Bodin, 2006). The 

gap between these knowledge systems can create disconnect between the practical realities of the 

problem for resource users and the problems being managed at the decision-making level (Crona 

& Bodin, 2006). To address this challenge governance processes would ideally focus on closing 

the gap by gathering information from resource users and creating effective ways to get that 

information to other levels so that challenges and solutions can be collaboratively defined 

(Silver, 2008; Schluter et al., 2012). 

Indeed knowledge systems play a crucial role in the ways in which actors view the social-

ecological system being governed, and in turn the way they see challenges and solutions. Being 

aware of these differences and taking steps to include and account for the gaps that exist between 

actors enables governance models to not only be more robust and effective, but also enables 

greater creativity in problem solving.  

Governance focus 3: Establishing shared power as well as inclusiveness  

To ensure that a variety of knowledge systems are included in defining desirable 

outcomes, challenges, and viable solutions, governance models should seek to involve a range of 

values, interests, and agencies (Cash et al., 2006). However, inclusive processes do not 
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necessarily ensure meaningful participation by all actor groups (Bowie, 2013). In practice, 

inclusivity can be used as a way to offload responsibilities to those with neither the skills nor the 

resources to manage them, or to give power to agencies already under the control of central 

government interests (Berkes, 2015). Thus how and to whom power is shared within “inclusive” 

governance models is of central importance.  

 In the case of governance, power sharing involves several aspects. Voice, or the ability to 

influence decisions is a critical element in having power. Marginalized groups have very real 

limitations on their voice (Leach et al., 1999). These limits are often linked to social barriers 

including lack of representation in other social institutions such as education, health care, and 

justice (King, 2004). Dominant groups wishing to share power need first to recognize these 

limitations as legitimate (Leach et al., 1999).  

Division of responsibility is another consideration for power sharing (Armitage et al., 

2009; Bowie, 2013; Young et al., 2007). This includes shared responsibility not only for 

decision-making processes but also for the rules guiding decision-making (Ostrom, 2009). The 

responsibility to determine when and how certain rules are applied incentivizes many different 

expressions of power including responsible resource use, self-monitoring and enforcement 

(Crona & Bodin, 2006; Notzke, 1995; Ostrom, 2009; Pálsson, 2000.  

Resources are another central consideration. In order for power sharing to work, actors 

need to be empowered with the appropriate capital. This includes ensuring that those sharing in 

power have been trained with the requisite skills to manage effectively (Pinkerton, 2000). 

Human and financial resources to implement and sustain management activities are also 

important (Bowie, 2013; Leach et al., 1999).  
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Finally, flexibility is a key aspect of power sharing. The way in which power is shared 

between groups need not be a static declaration, but should be approached with flexibility so that 

power can be shared in the manner that best fits the task at hand (Crona & Bodin, 2006). There 

are a variety of creative ways in which to level the playing field for actors with divergent levels 

of influence. Zurba et al. (2012) offer an example of marginalized indigenous communities that 

began with existing power structures and less than ideal agreements, but committed to working 

with a combination of opportunistic and strategic actions to build trust and achieve a long-term 

vision for their traditional territory. Pinkerton and Silver (2011) showed how making a 

traditional landscape visible to centralized agencies using knowledge tools familiar to the state 

helped to assert a local vision for development. These examples illuminate the ways in which 

governance models that allow for flexibility increase the long-term effectiveness and resiliency 

of power-sharing structures (Zurba et al., 2012). 

Governance focus 4: Establishing strong governance relationships  

 In addition to the aspects noted above, effective power sharing also requires strong 

relationships between actor groups. Solid governance relationships require several unique 

ingredients that go beyond good processes and adequate resources. Perhaps most importantly, 

they require a foundation of trust and respect (Zurba et al., 2012). This foundation facilitates 

cooperation and provides space for the critical dialogue needed to share and rearrange power and 

responsibility among groups (Zurba et al., 2012). It can also help to overcome the challenges of 

formal power structures, for example legal rights and judicial processes (Notzke, 1995). 

In addition to trust and respect, strong governance relationships require leaders who are 

competent, respected, and active in their communities. Influential leaders have been identified as 
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one of the single most important factors in achieving successful collaboration between groups in 

governance processes (Armitage et al., 2009; Notzke, 1995; Pinkerton, 2000).   

Likewise, strong relationships in the context of governance require the inclusion of 

divergent perspectives. Relationships that provide space for different viewpoints permit conflict 

to happen in the context of governance decision-making rather than as a result of governance 

decisions. As Silver and Campbell (2005) point out, negative response to governance agendas 

can significantly impact outcomes, and are better understood and addressed before decisions are 

made.  

Strong governance relationships are also built through strong communication between 

and within groups (Berkes, 2015; Crona & Parker, 2012). Communication avenues can range 

from simple tools like regularly distributed newsletters (Berkes, 2015) to more complex avenues 

like representative governing bodies (Zurba et al., 2012) and third party bridging organizations 

that bring groups together in a neutral political space (Crona & Parker, 2012). Used well, 

communication tools can act as facilitators and catalysts that foster relationships between actors 

and create collective movement towards a common goal (Berkes, 2015; Crona & Parker, 2012). 

Finally, strong governance relationships require a significant commitment of time. Trust 

is earned and negotiated over the course of application in practice, making the goal of successful 

governance a long-term commitment (Berkes, 2015; Notzke, 1995; Zurba et al., 2012). 

Governance focus 5: Grounding governance in the context of the place it seeks to influence  

In order for any social-ecological system governance to be successful it must be 

grounded in the social and environmental context of the place it seeks to influence. Designing 

governance models to be place-based means creating mechanisms that are reflective of local 

values and that recognize the peculiarities of the social-ecological system including its political, 
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cultural, and ecological history (Hanna, 2000; Zurba et al., 2012). Past and present social and 

ecological dynamics have significant influence over the current state of the system and the 

actions available to those governing it (Leach et al., 1999; Woodley, 2009). Without the 

contextual understanding provided by a place-based approach it will be difficult, if not 

impossible to achieve full understanding and thus effective governance of the system.  

On this point, the governance system developed in Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve 

in British Columbia is instructive. The governance approach within the Park Reserve takes into 

account and attempts to hold as equal differing perspectives on the social-ecological system 

contained within Gwaii Haanas (King, 2004). Everything from a formal co-management 

agreement in which parties agree to disagree on certain aspects of ownership and management 

(King, 2004), to the document governing land use within Haida traditional territory (Bowie, 

2013) has been developed specifically and only for the ecological and social systems within 

Haida traditional territory. The approach has proven successful in bringing disparate viewpoints 

together and continues to be held up as one to be emulated in other areas.  

The final consideration in building a strong place-based governance model requires 

taking a step back to ensure that the governance model fits with the social and ecological system 

it has been designed for. As Cash et al. (2006) note, human institutions rarely map exactly to the 

physical environment in time or space, nor do they map exactly to the social, cultural, or 

economic environments around them. A better understanding of fit can be developed through a 

cost-benefit analysis that examines the distribution of gains and expenditures, control structures, 

and resources among actors at a variety of scales (Armitage et al., 2009; Dearden, 2009; Leach et 

al., 1999). This insight in turn can show how processes are fitting within the social-ecological 

system and may suggest where adjustments need to be made.   
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Methodology 

In order to explore the governance of clam gardens, I followed a qualitative methodology 

that included semi-structured interviews, document analysis, and participant observation. A 

qualitative approach allowed me to explore topics relevant to my research questions through the 

perspectives of those who consider themselves owners of clam gardens. These included topics 

such as governance goals, desired governance outcomes, and opportunities and challenges to 

governance. This approach also allowed me to explore similar topics regarding the governance of 

other shared-jurisdiction environments within First Nations traditional territories in B.C.  

Participants and Sampling  

Purposive sampling was used to select several participants who are currently involved in 

clam garden governance. Through purposive sampling I was trying to obtain a variety of 

perspectives on the governance of clam gardens both within the Gulf Islands National Park 

Reserve (GINPR) and more broadly. I chose to conduct interviews with all Parks Canada 

employees who were directly involved in the Listening to the Sea, Looking to the Future project. 

This provided me with a view into the challenges of managing and governing clam gardens in a 

modern day context, specifically as it relates to the two clam garden sites within the GINPR that 

are the subject of this research. One interviewee was managing the project, two were assisting 

with coordination and research. One Parks Canada employee was a leader within the WSÁNEĆ 

First Nations community and one was a member of the Hul’qumi’num First Nations. I reached 

out to the Hul’qumi’num Parks Committee, one of the First Nations groups advising Parks 

Canada on clam garden restoration, with a presentation to the Committee and an offer to be 

involved in the research. However, time and geographic restrictions made it difficult to 

coordinate their involvement. For this reason, I relied upon First Nations community members in 
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the employ of Parks Canada to provide a First Nations perspective into clam garden governance 

within the GINPR.  

To expand my understanding of clam garden governance beyond the Park Reserve, I also 

spoke with two academic researchers. One interviewee was involved in research related to First 

Nations governance of shellfish in British Columbia, and one was involved in archaeological 

research related to clam gardens. These interviewees provided insight into the complexities of 

the social-ecological systems associated with clam gardens more broadly.  

To enhance my understanding of the governance landscape within the Gulf Islands 

National Park, I also spoke with a corporate senior manager involved in Aboriginal relations at 

Parks Canada. This interview provided me with a better understanding of the policies, 

perspectives, and structures guiding cooperative management between Parks Canada and First 

Nations in the GINPR.  

I also used purposive sampling to select representatives from other shared-jurisdiction 

governance models within First Nations traditional territory in British Columbia. I spoke with 

two representatives involved in the governance and day-to-day management of Gwaii Haanas 

National Park Reserve. One interviewee was a representative of Parks Canada and one 

represented the Haida Nation. These interviews provided me with perspectives on an equal-

power, consensus-based shared governance model grounded in formal agreements and a formal 

board structure. I also spoke with two representatives from the Tla-o-qui-aht Tribal Parks. Both 

interviewees were members of the Nuu-chah-nulth Nation and were involved in the governance 

and management of the Parks. These interviews provided me with perspectives on a governance 

model that has been created by First Nations and structured to fit with First Nations value and 

belief systems. Finally, I spoke with one representative from the Pacific Rim National Park 
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Reserve who was involved in the governance and day-to-day management of the Park. This 

interview provided me with perspectives on a centralized governance model housed with one 

party but cooperatively shared with other actor groups. 

Table 1 

Semi-structured interview participants 

Type of Interviewee n 

Parks Canada Gulf Islands National Park Reserve representative 1 

Parks Canada corporate senior management representative 1 

Parks Canada representative / WSÁNEĆ First Nations community member 1 

Parks Canada representative / Hul’q’umi’num First Nations community member 1 

Researchers (social and archaeological inquiry) 2 

Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve representatives 2 

Tla-o-qui-aht Tribal Park representatives 2 

Pacific Rim National Park Reserve representative 1 

Total Interviewees 11 

 

Methods of data collection 

Semi-structured interviews. Semi-structured interviews were used as a central method 

of data collection due to their utility for exploring individual views and opinions (Byrne, 2004). 

Qualitative interviews are also noted as a helpful tool for exploring under-represented 

perspectives (Byrne, 2004). This makes them particularly useful for examining scenarios where 

power differentials exist as they do in instances of shared governance.  

A series of five interview questions were prepared based on my research questions. These 

included questions about goals and desired outcomes for the ecosystem, people, and cultures 

associated with clam gardens and/or the traditional territory being governed. Challenges and 

opportunities for governance were also explored. Question topics were consistent for all Parks 

representatives and First Nations community members so that a variety of perspectives could be 
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gathered and applied to my research questions. Different questions related to cooperative 

management were asked of the corporate senior manager with Parks Canada so that I could gain 

an understanding of the governance landscape, particularly as it relates to the two clam garden 

sites that are the focus of this research. Academic researchers were asked about the social-

ecological systems associated with clam gardens so that I could gain a better understanding of 

the opportunities and challenges inherent in governance of clam gardens more broadly. 

Questions were sent to participants ahead of time as part of an overall discussion guide 

along with informed consent forms and certificates of consent. Copies of the informed consent 

form and discussion guides, including interview questions can be found in Appendices B and C.  

 Interviews were done using a combination of telephone and Skype and were recorded and 

transcribed. Transcripts were provided back to participants giving them an opportunity to correct 

errors or expand upon areas of discussion if they chose. Interviews were designed to be a 

maximum of forty-five minutes, though length varied depending on the amount of information 

participants were comfortable sharing.  

Document analysis. Document analysis was also done to help triangulate and expand 

upon interview data. In particular, Parks Canada documents including their Corporate Plan 

(2012), Guide to Management Planning (2008), Promising Pathways (2014), various park 

management plans, and the Clam Garden Restoration at GINPR Project Charter (2014, April) 

were examined. A variety of case law documents were also examined to provide insight into the 

evolving nature of First Nations rights and title as defined by the Supreme Court of Canada.  

 It is important to note that document analysis favoured federal documents that were 

written by government and judicial agencies and grounded in a dominant Western perspective. It 

was difficult to find documents defining a First Nations framework for governance because 
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knowledge is documented and transferred in a fundamentally different way in First Nations 

culture including through stories, ceremonies, and art.  

 Observation. Participant observation added an ethnographical element to the research as 

it placed me in the midst of interactions in varying degrees of participation and observation 

(Walsh, 2004). It also provided me with a more nuanced understanding of clam garden 

governance within the GINPR including the evolving nature of relationships between actor 

groups and the challenges of turning governance goals into practical action.  

I was involved in three events. For each one, I was clearly identified as a graduate student 

undertaking research into clam gardens. I gathered field notes to collect observations, feelings, 

and ideas that emerged. The events included:  

1) As an attendee at a celebration to mark the beginning of the Parks Canada clam garden 

restoration project that involved First Nations communities, researchers, and Parks 

Canada staff 

2) As a participant in a gathering of First Nations Elders and youth at a clam garden site 

visit to foster traditional knowledge transfer 

3) As a participant and observer of a meeting of the Hul’q’umi’num Parks Committee 

that advises on clam garden restoration activities in the Gulf Islands National Park 

Reserve  

Data Analysis and Reporting 

I analyzed my interview data through a variety of coding steps that allowed me to move 

from the particular to the general through a constant comparative process in keeping with a 

grounded theory approach (Seale, 2004). I established initial broad groupings for the data based 

on my research questions. Then, I coded the data using an open coding process whereby I 
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grouped information into more specific categories through a close examination of the data 

(Seale, 2004). I then moved to axial coding where I explored the interconnection between 

categories (Seale, 2004). I collapsed categories into each other to develop selective coding where 

core categories could be identified as containing all other variables (Seale, 2004). It was also 

possible to move variables between categories as new data emerged and new categories became 

evident. I compiled data into tables to present a comprehensive snapshot of the information 

provided by participants as presented in the Results section of this thesis and then further 

condensed data into core categories as presented in the Discussion and Recommendations 

section.  

Document analysis and observation provided additional perspective on the interview data 

and are noted where appropriate. In addition, I used discourse analysis of interview data to help 

expose potential gaps in shared understanding between actor groups and to expand analysis 

beyond coding to develop a more nuanced understanding of the data.  

Reflexivity also played an important role throughout the research process. In particular, I 

recognize that my biases impact my interpretations and presentation of the data. I am a 

Caucasian researcher who comes from a relatively privileged background. I have been steeped in 

Western culture and thinking, and this research is part of a requirement for a degree granted by a 

Western academic institution. This cultural and experiential divide between myself and First 

Nations makes it difficult for me to represent the views and perspectives of First Nations peoples 

accurately. I recognize that any representation of First Nations perspectives will have inherent 

limitations. The particular limitations of this research, and future research considerations are 

further discussed in the Conclusions section of this thesis.   
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Results 

 The results presented in this section are derived from the semi-structured interviews 

noted above. They represent instances when two or more participants noted a common theme, 

except in the case of Pacific Rim National Park Reserve where only one participant was 

interviewed. The results of document analysis are also noted in the sections below where 

relevant. These results presented below apply most directly to the two clam garden sites under 

study in the Listening to the Sea, Looking to the Future project, but may also be relevant for 

governance models that are developed in the future for other clam garden sites within the GINPR 

and beyond. 

It is important to note that the breakdown between ecological and social goals and factors 

presented here is an artificial way to present results, and is done for heuristic purposes. I 

recognize the difficulty in making this division and acknowledge the inevitable overlap between 

the two categories.  

Parks Canada Legislation, Policy, and Guidelines 

It is important to note that interview participants associated with Parks Canada are guided 

by federal legislation including the Parks Canada Agency Act, policies such as Parks Canada 

Guiding Principles and Operational Policies, and organizational guidelines including Parks 

Canada Guide to Management Planning.  

The answers provided by Parks Canada participants reflected the organization’s growing 

focus on meaningful collaboration with First Nations. In particular, participants noted the desire 

to build trusting and respectful relationships with First Nations, to cooperatively manage 

resources in partnership with First Nations, and the importance of considering cultural and 

traditional ecological knowledge in management decision making. These sentiments are in 
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keeping with the principles and philosophies outlined by a variety of Parks Canada documents 

including the Gulf Islands National Park Reserve Interim Management Guidelines (2006), 

Promising Pathways Resource Guide (2014), and Principles and Guidelines for Ecological 

Restoration (2008).  

It is also important to note that Parks Canada legislation requires the Federal Minister 

responsible for the agency to retain full authority over decisions regarding the organization. This 

limits the devolution of power and hence the governance structures possible for clam gardens 

within Parks Canada jurisdiction. The responses of interview participants in this research 

reflected and in some cases expressly noted this limitation.   

Ecological and Social Goals for Clam Gardens 

Respondents involved in clam garden governance and academic research were asked to 

speak about the goals for the ecological and the social systems associated with clam gardens. The 

results summarized below indicate a strong focus on restoring healthy ecosystem and cultural 

features, including improving clam abundance and productivity, and reviving traditional 

management and cultural practices. These results apply most directly to the two clam garden 

sites under study in the Listening to the Sea, Looking to the Future project, but may also be 

applicable for other clam gardens within the GINPR and beyond.  

Ecological goals. The ecological goals of clam garden governance within the GINPR 

revolved around restoring the ecological health of the gardens, though the implications for 

restoration varied among participants. Areas of focus included clam populations and the health of 

the ecosystem as well as maintenance activities. The table below provides a synthesis of the 

ecological goals, areas of focus, and priority issues noted by respondents. The table represents 

themes noted by at least two participants. Notable differences in responses between groups are 
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noted in the summary sections below the table and within the Results and Discussion section of 

this document.    

Table 2 

Ecological goals for clam garden governance 

Goal Areas of focus Priority issues 

Restore clam garden sites Clam populations Improve clam abundance, biomass 

  

Active management practices 

 

Rebuild rock walls, manage beaches 

  

Ecosystem health 

 

Improve health of beaches and traditional territory 

 

 

Reclaim traditional 

management approaches 

 

Management practices 

 

Establish regular harvesting & maintenance, 

management based in responsibility and stewardship 

 

 Access to natural resources Increase abundance of traditional food sources 

 

 

Establish long-term 

maintenance 

 

Management 

 

Establish long-term active management of clam 

gardens, create sense of ownership  

 

 Preservation Ensure healthy land/resources for future generations 

 

 

Improve ecological  

understanding of clam 

gardens 

 

 

Ecosystem dynamics 

 

Understand how gardens improve clam productivity, 

and the impact of gardens on surrounding ecosystem 

 

 

Restore clam garden sites. All interview participants involved in clam garden 

governance today mentioned ecological restoration of clam gardens as a central goal of 

governance. This goal was also reflected in the Listening to the Sea, Looking to the Future 

Project Charter (2014, April) established by Parks Canada. Rebuilding rock wall features and 

establishing regular maintenance activities were seen as the central methods to restore clam 

abundance and improve beach health. For participants identifying as Coast Salish (WSÁNEĆ 

and Hul’qumi’num), there was also a desire to improve the ecological health of traditional 

territories.  
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Reclaim traditional management approaches. Respondents involved in clam garden 

governance as well as academic researchers noted the desire to help the Coast Salish reclaim 

traditional management practices surrounding clam gardens, for example aerating the soil matrix 

of beaches and participating in the ongoing harvesting of clams. Participants identifying as Coast 

Salish further noted the desire to re-establish the philosophy behind the practice including 

grounding management practices in ideals of reciprocity and inherited responsibility to the land. 

For these participants, restoring abundance of clams was intimately linked to social goals of 

reclaiming access to a reliable traditional food source and improving community well-being.    

Establish long-term maintenance. Respondents involved in clam garden governance as 

well as academic researchers generally took a long-term view of ecological concerns noting that 

the establishment of ongoing active management was a critical goal for governance activities. 

For two participants involved in clam garden governance, ongoing management was seen as 

resting on the ability to promote a sense of ownership over clam gardens within Coast Salish 

communities. For participants identifying as Coast Salish First Nations a long-term view of 

governance was important in order to preserve the land and resources for future generations. 

Improve ecological understanding of clam gardens. Clam garden governance was also 

seen as an opportunity to learn more about the ecology of clam gardens. Participants involved in 

clam garden governance noted the opportunity to understand how the gardens increase clam 

productivity and the impact they have on the surrounding ecosystem, for example fish 

populations. The desire to learn more was tightly linked to the goal of restoration for these 

participants and was expressly noted as a goal of the Parks Canada clam garden restoration 

project. For participants identifying as Coast Salish First Nations, learning more about the 
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ecology of clam gardens was also linked to the ability to improve trade and food security for 

communities.  

Social goals. Social goals for clam garden governance focused on re-establishing the 

cultural practices that underpin management activities. Empowerment was a common theme for 

respondents involved in clam garden governance as well as academic researchers. Participants 

identifying as Coast Salish First Nations saw the potential for empowerment to expand beyond 

clam garden management. The table below summarizes the social goals, areas of focus, and 

priority issues for clam garden governance as noted by participants. The table represents themes 

noted by at least two participants. Notable differences in responses between groups are noted in 

the summary sections below the table and within the Results and Discussion section of this 

document.   

Table 3   

Social goals for clam garden governance 

Goal Areas of focus Priority issues 

Establish clam gardens as a 

place of learning 

Reconnect/revive First Nations 

culture 

Connect Elders and youth, foster connections with 

cultural practices and land, revive language  

 

 Educate public about Coast Salish 

culture 

Create awareness and understanding of Coast Salish 

culture, increase support for clam gardens 

 

 

Empower First Nations 

communities 

 

Ownership 

 

Foster sense of ownership for clam gardens, use 

gardens for benefit of First Nations communities, other 

agencies assume facilitation role 

 

 Pride and inspiration Foster community pride in gardens, inspire 

management of traditional territory and food sources 

 

 Meaningful involvement Involve First Nations in science and management of 

clam garden sites, First Nations reclaim power/identity 

 

 Address social inequality Improve food security, improve economic opportunities  
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Establish clam gardens as a place of learning. Participants involved in clam garden 

governance as well as academic researchers noted the opportunity to use clam gardens as a locus 

for reconnecting First Nations to their culture and identity. The connection between Elders and 

youth was considered a critical part of this reconnection and creating opportunities for inter-

generational activities like harvesting, story-telling, and ceremony was seen as an important part 

of this goal. Participants involved in clam garden governance also saw this process as an avenue 

to revive traditional languages and worldviews with knowledge exchange occurring in the 

mother language of First Nations communities.  

Participants involved in clam garden governance and academic researchers saw clam 

gardens as fitting into larger educational goals like establishing public awareness of the 

complexity of First Nations culture. These participants saw outreach activities as a tool to foster 

support for clam gardens, and to address notions of indigenous communities as opportunistic 

hunter-gatherers. In addition to having people physically present at clam garden sites, at least 

three of these participants also noted First Nations’ and public schools, media coverage, and 

partnerships with scientists and industry as avenues of outreach.  

Empower First Nations communities. The goal of empowering First Nations was 

mentioned from many perspectives by those involved in governance and research. An 

overarching desire to provide First Nations with ownership over the management of clam 

gardens while outside agencies assume a facilitation role was mentioned in particular by 

participants involved in governance today. These participants defined facilitation both as a 

process of stepping back to assist only with education and maintenance over time, and as helping 

to foster better relations between Nations to enable shared governance.  
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 For participants identifying as Coast Salish First Nations, fostering a sense of community 

agency over clam gardens was seen as a vital part of empowerment. This included creating a 

sense of community pride about clam garden practices and inspiring communities to extend 

similar traditional management practices to other aspects of their territory. Ensuring First 

Nations influence in decision-making and research was also felt to be critical to empowerment. 

These participants saw clam gardens as a way for Nations to address social inequality through 

increased food security and expanded trade opportunities. 

Ecological and Social Factors for Achieving Governance Goals 

Participants involved in clam garden governance as well as researchers were asked to 

speak about the factors they felt were important to achieving the ecological and social goals 

outlined above. These participants indicated the need to access a variety of knowledge sources 

about clam gardens and pointed to the role relationships played in finding, interpreting and 

acting on that knowledge. These results apply most directly to the two clam garden sites under 

study in the Listening to the Sea, Looking to the Future project, but may also be applicable for 

other clam gardens within the GINPR and perhaps beyond.    

Ecological factors. The ecological factors that participants involved in governance as 

well as academic researchers considered key to achieving ecological governance goals revolved 

around knowledge. How information was shared was of particular interest to these participants 

including connecting different knowledge sets to develop new understanding of clam garden 

ecosystems and accessing traditional ecological knowledge holders who harbour valuable 

information regarding management. The table below summarizes the ecological factors, areas of 

focus, and considerations mentioned by these participants as being key to achieving the 

ecological goals of clam garden governance. The table represents themes noted by at least two 
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participants. Notable differences in responses between groups are noted in the summary sections 

below the table and within the Results and Discussion section of this document.   

Table 4   

Ecological factors for achieving governance goals 

Factor Areas of focus Considerations 

Adequate information about 

clam gardens 

Traditional knowledge Involve traditional knowledge holders, access to 

traditional knowledge  

  

Scientific knowledge 

 

Establish data collection, measurement, monitoring 

 

 

Time 

 

Adequate time allowed 

 

Establish effective governance processes 

 

 

Connections 

 

Among levels of government 

 

Share information between levels of government  

 

 Between knowledge systems Connect science and traditional knowledge, augment 

traditional knowledge 

 

 Physical connections Establish ongoing human presence at clam garden sites 

 

 

Adequate information about clam gardens. Participants involved in clam garden 

governance as well as academic research noted that having adequate information about clam 

gardens was a key factor in achieving the ecological goals of governance. Gathering this 

knowledge was seen as requiring access to existing knowledge, particularly the traditional 

ecological knowledge related to clam gardens held by Elders within Coast Salish communities. 

Having Elders involved in governance activities was noted by these participants as critical and 

one participant also noted the need to consider language barriers,  

I think obviously Nations, people have known about them for a long time, but how have 

they been talking about them and the roles? Like beach keepers is a really great example 

… they may well have been talking about keepers of clam gardens, but who needs to use 
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the word ‘clam gardens’? We just know that beaches are where clams were cultivated. 

(Interview 3) 

Participants involved in clam garden governance also noted the need for scientific 

involvement by having researchers gather and monitor data. This data was of particular 

importance to Parks Canada participants who work to fulfill mandates based on scientific 

measurability, monitoring, and reporting. These mandates are in place to provide evidence of 

ecosystem preservation and restoration in keeping with federal commitments (Parks Canada, 

2006; Parks Canada, 2007; Parks Canada 2008; Parks Canada 2012) 

Time. Participants who identify as Coast Salish in particular noted time as an important 

consideration in achieving ecological governance goals. As one participant mentioned,  

If those [practices] are held sacred and passed down from generation to generation, and 

when they’re, I don’t want to say lost, but not practiced as often, and some of it need to 

be revived it’s going to take time. (Interview 4) 

Connections. For researchers and participants involved in clam garden governance a 

variety of intergovernmental connections were seen as important, including linkages among the 

government departments responsible for regulation of shellfish closures, such as Fisheries and 

Oceans Canada, Environment Canada, and the Canadian Food Inspection Agency. For these 

participants the link between science and traditional ecological knowledge was considered a 

significant factor in ecological governance success. Words such as “marry” were used to 

describe the desired connection between the two knowledge sets and one participant noted the 

desire to use science to augment traditional ecological knowledge. Document analysis supports 

this focus, with a variety of Parks Canada policy and guideline documents noting the value of 

traditional ecological knowledge in management decision making. Finally, these participants 
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pointed to the need for regular human intervention and management of clam garden sites in order 

to achieve ecological goals. 

Social factors. The factors participants in clam garden governance, academic 

researchers, and the Parks Canada senior corporate management representative saw as necessary 

to achieving the social goals of clam garden governance were focused on relationships and 

resources. Creating frameworks that would support the development of respect, shared goals, and 

exchange of knowledge were noted as being important to building relationships and establishing 

resources. The table below summarizes the social factors, areas of focus and considerations 

noted by participants as being key to achieving the social goals of clam garden governance. The 

table represents themes noted by at least two participants. Notable differences in responses 

between groups are noted in the summary sections below the table and within the Results and 

Discussion section of this document. 

Table 5   

Social factors for achieving governance goals 

Factor Areas of focus Considerations 

Shared understanding Common goals Focus on shared interests, shared goals 

 

 Contextual understanding Respect for cultural significance of gardens, understand 

legal and cultural contexts  

 

 

Awareness  

 

Within First Nations communities 

 

Aware of opportunities to be involved  

 

 Public awareness Use broad outreach efforts  

 

 

Relationships 

 

Quality  

 

Trust, flexibility, respect, acknowledging limitations 

 

 Framework Involve First Nations communities, establish formal 

committees, create rules and regulations 

 

 Philosophy Focus on relationships, commitment 

 

 

 

Resources  

 

Management resources 

 

Use resources effectively, procure physical resources 

(i.e. boats), create interest/initiative 
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First Nations resources 

 

Develop infrastructure, foster exchange of traditional 

knowledge 

 

 

Control 

 

Community control 

 

Establish ownership of outcomes and freedom to 

explore possibilities 

 

 Power shift Establish facilitation role for dominant actor groups, 

develop initiative to govern clam garden sites 

 

 

People 

 

Individuals 

 

Leverage people with ability to make things happen, 

utilize strong and credible leaders 

 

 People management Establish purposeful approach, create meaningful 

involvement 

 

 

Long-term view  

 

Planning for future 

 

Plan for the long-term future, consider resource 

allocation, time to build relationships  

 

 

Shared understanding. Participants involved in clam garden governance, researchers, 

and the Parks Canada senior management representative noted the need for actor groups to 

develop a shared understanding and joint movement towards goals through ongoing 

communication processes. This included negotiation, formal discussions, and personal 

relationships. For participants identifying as Coast Salish First Nations, a cultural appreciation of 

clam gardens was considered a key factor, particularly an understanding of the spiritual and 

functional importance of clam gardens in Coast Salish culture. These participants felt this 

appreciation would require moving beyond Western concepts of governance and management to 

include notions of reciprocity and responsibility to the land and animals.  

 Participants involved in governance, researchers, and the Parks Canada senior manager 

noted that in order to achieve social goals, it is necessary to appreciate the impact claims to rights 

and title and historical treaty processes have on modern day governance. Parks Canada 
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documentation likewise notes the importance of understanding historical treaties and events in 

developing shared governance processes.    

Awareness. Participants involved in clam garden governance and academic researchers 

noted the necessity of First Nations communities and the public being aware that clam gardens 

exist in order to achieve social governance goals. Methods such as outreach to First Nations 

communities and youth, face-to-face meetings between actors, and public outreach activities 

through social and mass media channels were seen as the best way of creating this necessary 

awareness. For one Parks Canada participant this factor was grounded in Parks Canada mandates 

to educate and engage the public in the preservation and protection of heritage sites.  

Solid relationships. Relationships were widely considered an important factor in 

achieving social and ecological governance goals among these same interview participants and 

within document analysis. The quality of relationships was noted to be a critical factor with 

words such as trust, flexibility, and respect used to describe the ideal state of relationships among 

actor groups. Participants involved in clam garden governance noted that a give-and take attitude 

was important and the Parks Canada senior manager mentioned the need to work within the 

existing quality of the relationship, using this as a base to work forward from.  

 The frameworks that support relationships were noted from a variety of perspectives. 

First Nations Elders, youth, and communities were noted as important participants in governance 

relationships. Structures such as committees were seen by two participants involved in clam 

garden governance to be a desirable avenue for establishing ongoing formal relationships 

between actor groups, and this preference was reflected in Parks Canada document analysis. One 

participant identifying as Coast Salish First Nations and one researcher noted that rules and 
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regulations for clam garden use may eventually be necessary, though these are currently 

unestablished.  

The philosophical approach to relationships was also seen as a key consideration by those 

involved in clam garden governance, researchers, and the senior manager with Parks Canada. In 

particular, focusing on personal relationships over formal agreements, adopting an attitude of 

mutual commitment, and exhibiting perseverance in the face of difficulty were considered 

critical elements. As one participant noted,  

It is so easy to make all sorts of excuses on why not, why not, why not. To make things 

happen, sometimes in light of hard feelings, mistrust, all sorts of conditions you might 

find yourself in the middle of, it is that perseverance to achieve that vision that is so 

critical. (Interview 7) 

The right people. Tightly linked to the need for strong relationships was the need to have 

the right people involved in governance activities. Participants involved in clam garden 

governance, one researcher, and the Parks Canada senior manager noted that accessing 

individuals with the ability, commitment, and credibility to make things happen within their 

respective organizations will be critical to achieving the social goals of clam garden governance. 

Although formal leaders were seen as imperative, individual staff members, Elders, and 

community members were considered equally important.  

Resources. Adequate financial and human resources, including sufficient community 

interest and initiative were noted by participants involved in clam garden governance and one 

researcher as playing a key role in achieving social governance goals. Multiple participants 

involved in clam garden governance noted the remote geographical nature of clam gardens as 

creating a significant resourcing consideration in the need for boats to reach clam garden sites. 
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One researcher and participants identifying as Coast Salish First Nations noted the need to 

provide infrastructure and tools to foster the transfer of traditional ecological knowledge.  

Adequate control over governance. The issue of control over governance strategy and 

actions, particularly the control afforded to Coast Salish communities was mentioned by several 

participants involved in clam garden governance and one researcher as a key factor to consider. 

Joint ownership over governance outcomes was mentioned by one participant involved in clam 

garden governance and one researcher as being important for providing actor groups with 

accountability as well as control over governance activities.  In order to achieve a balance of 

control for all actor groups, participants involved in clam garden governance and academic 

researchers noted the need for a power shift. This shift was seen as happening in one of two 

ways, dominant actor groups could willingly taking a step back, or alternately Coast Salish 

communities could proactively assume control of clam gardens without waiting for external 

permission. Finally, one participant involved in clam garden governance and one researcher 

noted that in order to establish control over governance processes it would be important for all 

actor groups to have the freedom to explore new possibilities for governance activities and to 

shift processes along the way to meet changing circumstances.  

Long-term view of governance. Finally, a long-term view of governance was considered 

to be an important factor in achieving the social goals of governance. For participants identifying 

as Coast Salish and researchers, planning for the future of the clam gardens was seen as a 

necessary and critical element. This was particularly salient given the potential commercial 

interest in the gardens should they be restored and productive to the degree that initial research 

indicates. Related to this consideration was the aspect of establishing how resources will be 

allocated including questions of tenure, licensing, and access.  
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Challenges and Opportunities 

Respondents involved in clam garden governance and academic researchers were asked 

to speak about the challenges and opportunities they saw for clam garden governance. As 

summarized below, participants felt the legalities and logistics surrounding clam garden 

governance presented the main challenges while the chance to strengthen relationships and 

connections were seen as the main opportunities.  These results apply most directly to the two 

clam garden sites under study in the Listening to the Sea, Looking to the Future project, but may 

also be applicable for other clam gardens within the GINPR and perhaps beyond. 

Challenges to achieving governance goals. Participants involved in clam garden 

governance as well as academic researchers noted several challenges that need to be addressed in 

order to realize ecological and social goals for clam gardens. These challenges were centred on 

limitations presented by legal, logistical, and philosophical frameworks involved in the 

governance process. Key challenges noted by participants included:  

 Unsettled claims of rights and title 

 Logistics and resources 

 Decision-making structures and processes 

 Knowledge limitations 

Rights and title. The concept of rights and title was mentioned by participants involved 

in governance and researchers as a challenge to successful clam garden governance. This 

included unsettled claims and the impact of the Douglas Treaties. All participants pointed to the 

translation of rights as a considerable challenge due to the arduous nature of court tests and 

procedures, and the limitations of reconciling First Nations rights and title using mechanisms 

derived through non-Indigenous legal and political-economic institutions. Evolving legal 
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definitions of rights and title including shifting legal landscapes were broadly seen as 

challenging for governance frameworks.  

Logistics and resources. Resources were also seen as a challenge to be addressed. 

Participants involved in clam garden governance saw human and financial resources as being 

limited and/or needing to be balanced with other priorities. Time and interest was also widely 

seen as a resource in competition with other priorities. Participants involved in governance noted 

management considerations including the physical logistics of tending the gardens at the lowest 

tides of the year as being challenging. Relationship logistics such as the number of actor groups 

involved in governance and the need for effective communication to develop shared 

understanding among them was also felt to be a significant challenge for these participants.  

Geographic logistics were seen by participants involved in clam garden governance as 

particularly challenging with boats needed to access clam garden sites. These participants noted 

that limited boat capacity presents an ongoing challenge for management and for facilitating the 

involvement of Coast Salish communities. These same participants also mentioned that interest 

in clam gardens exceeds the capacity to support involvement. This was intimately tied to 

resource concerns and for participants identifying as Coast Salish, it was considered a barrier in 

achieving goals such as empowerment and education. Finally, the fact that restoration activities 

are not an ecological or cultural quick-fix was mentioned as a challenge requiring long-term 

perspectives and planning.  

Decision-making structures and processes. Researchers and participants involved in 

clam garden governance noted that existing decision making structures presented a challenge. 

The relationship between Coast Salish communities and federal agencies, such as Fisheries and 

Oceans Canada and the Canadian Food Inspection Agency, was seen as a missing link that 
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created challenges to making informed decisions about resource policies. Existing governance 

structures of First Nations communities was also seen as a challenge due to the regular elections 

and turn-over of Chief and Council who are key decision-makers in the governance process. 

 The difference in philosophy between First Nation communities and other actor groups 

was seen by Coast Salish participants as an important challenge. The need for bureaucratic 

processes and extensive documentation was seen as being in conflict with the more relational 

approach of Coast Salish communities. Likewise, the tendency to rely on electronic 

communications over personal connections was seen as a challenge to relationship building 

between communities and federal agencies. Establishing formal rules and regulations for a 

traditional management practice was also noted by Coast Salish participants as being a 

significant concern for the future.  

Knowledge limitations. The difference between Western and First Nations’ resource 

management philosophy was noted as placing limitations on knowledge development by 

researchers and participants involved in governance. One participant cautioned that the tendency 

of Western thought to silo a resource tool such as clam gardens into its own area of study could 

cause researchers and actor groups to miss a more holistic understanding of Coast Salish 

management practices. Additionally, gaining access to, and meaningfully engaging with 

traditional knowledge holders (e.g. Elders) and overcoming the language barriers noted above 

were mentioned as potentially limiting the development of knowledge about clam gardens.   

Opportunities for achieving governance goals. Participants involved in clam garden 

governance and academic researchers saw governance goals as an opportunity to improve 

relationships between Coast Salish communities and outside agencies over the long term. This 

included contributing to the establishment of critical personal relationships as well as helping to 
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evolve the legal discourse and framework surrounding governance activities. Key opportunities 

noted by participants included:  

 Establishing cooperative management arrangements 

 Improving relationships between and among actor groups 

 Increasing knowledge and awareness of Coast Salish culture 

 Contributing to the evolving legal discourse on rights and title  

Establishing cooperative management arrangements. Researchers and participants 

involved in clam garden governance mentioned the potential to establish solid cooperative 

management structures as a key opportunity for clam garden governance. For participants 

involved in governance, these structures were seen as setting the framework for constructive 

working relationships particularly between Coast Salish communities and federal agency actor 

groups. Formal committee structures including advisory committees and working groups were 

favoured in guidance documents and were seen by two participants involved in governance as 

the preferred method of involving traditional knowledge holders, ensuring respectful conduct in 

restoration practices, and establishing the long-term involvement of key players. 

Improving relationships between and among actor groups. For at least one Coast Salish 

participant, the gardens were seen as an avenue to improve relationships between different First 

Nations. As the participant noted,  

I’d really like to see, especially our First Nations families from WSÁNEĆ, from 

Cowichan or Hul’q’umi’num territories be able to sit down and recognize, you know 

what, we do have differences of opinion when it comes to territorial assertion, but this is 

a resource and our people have needs. (Interview 4) 
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Researchers and participants involved in clam garden goverannce also noted the 

existence of leaders within federal organizations who could help to build the necessary 

relationships through their continued involvement. 

Increasing knowledge and awareness of Coast Salish culture. Researchers and 

participants involved in clam garden governance also widely noted the opportunity to increase 

knowledge transfer about a number a different topics, including the transfer of traditional 

knowledge from Elders to youth. Two of these participants noted the positive media attention 

clam gardens attract as an opportunity to educate widely about Coast Salish culture, the value of 

local management practices, and the relationship between humans and the land and seascape.  

Contributing to the evolving legal discourse on rights and title. Researchers and 

participants involved in governance saw clam garden governance as taking its rightful place 

within the evolving legal discourse on First Nations rights and title. In particular, it was noted 

that clam garden governance can provide an example of consent-based management in action, 

supporting the general trend towards this kind of management in legal precedent. Additionally, 

due to a growing anthropological, biological, and archaeological body of research, clam gardens 

were seen as playing a potentially critical role in establishing claims to territory. Governance was 

also seen as an opportunity to address marine resources as part of territory, to create experiments 

in self-governance, and to open legal discourse beyond clam gardens to all beaches and all 

access.  

Existing Shared-Jurisdiction Governance Models 

This section presents a comparative analysis of shared-jurisdiction governance scenarios 

in other areas of the province of B.C. The information in this section was gathered through 

document analysis and semi-structured interviews with participants involved in the day-to-day 
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management and governance of Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve, Tla-o-qui-aht Tribal 

Parks, and Pacific Rim National Park Reserve. These parks were chosen based on the 

governance models they employ to provide a broad perspective on a variety of governance goals, 

success factors, challenges and opportunities. The table below summarizes the different models 

and the goals, factors, challenges, and opportunities associated with each model as identified by 

participants.  

Table 6    

 

Comparative analysis of existing shared-jurisdiction governance models in B.C. 

 Gwaii Haanas National Park 

Reserve 

 

Tla-o-qui-aht Tribal Parks Pacific Rim National Park 

Reserve 

Governance 

model 

Equal-representation, 

cooperative management 

Self-governed Parks Canada led, 

cooperative management 

 

 

Ecological goals 

 

 Preserve and protect 

territory/ecosystem 

 Embed traditional values in 

management approach 

 

 Preserve and protect territory 

and resources 

 Reclaim control and 

responsibility over land 

 Maintain ecological diversity 

 

 

 Sustainable resource 

management 

 Ecological integrity 

 

Social goals 

 

 Preserve and protect Haida 

culture 

 Empower Haida voice and 

values 

 Maintain and evolve Haida 

culture 

 

 Reclaim culture and values 

 Empowerment of Nuu-chah-

nulth people by addressing 

inequality and creating 

sustainable economic 

opportunity 

 

 Collaboration between Parks 

Canada and First Nations 

 Ensuring visitor safety 

 Adhering to legislation and 

policy 

 

 

Ecological factors 

 

 Shared goals of Haida Nation 

and Parks Canada 

 Clear geographic boundaries 

 Established management 

structure 

 

 Attention to resiliency in 

management practices 

 Recognizing interconnected 

nature of ecosystem 

 Taking a traditional approach 

to management 

 

 

 Control of harvesting 

activities 

 

Social factors 

 

 Cooperative approach to 

management 

 Power obtained through 

‘legitimate’ avenues 

 Effective knowledge 

translation 

 Carefully-designed 

governance structures 

 Time 

 

 Fostering long-term ownership 

of governance 

 Teaching and reclaiming 

traditional values 

 Time 

 Seeing governance as journey 

not destination 

 

 

 Cooperative approach to 

governance 

 Supportive relationships 

 Flexible approach to 

governance 
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 Seeing governance as journey 

not destination 

 Continuity of representation  

 

 

Challenges 

 

 Perceptions of cooperative 

management 

 Establishing shared 

understanding 

 Effective knowledge 

translation 

 Structure of Archipelago 

Management Board 

 

 

 Linking governance structures 

to other levels of government 

 Prevalence of dominant 

Western approach 

 Impact of historical events 

 Time and energy required for 

change 

 

 Limited resources 

 Parks Canada mandate 

 Different stakeholder 

perspectives 

 Developing shared 

accountability and 

measurements of success 

 

Opportunities 

 

 Finding resolution to rights 

and title out of court 

 Enhancing and preserving 

traditional knowledge  

 Integrating management 

values and approach 

 

 

 Provide example of modern 

day application of traditional 

governance model 

 Establish position of power to 

effect desired change 

 

 Provide an example of a 

balanced and flexible 

governance approach 

 Create economic opportunity 

for First Nations 

 

 

Ecological and social goals. All participants from all parks noted the intimate connection 

between social and ecological goals in governance activities. Protection and preservation of land 

and culture were of primary concern and for First Nations respondents this goal was intimately 

linked to the broader goal of community empowerment. Adhering to federal policies was 

commonly mentioned as a goal of governance and participants from Gwaii Haanas National Park 

Reserve noted that policy provided a framework for activities while at the same time forcing the 

evolution of governance processes. 

Ecological goals. As would be expected in protected areas, the preservation and 

protection of the ecosystem was the primary ecological goal of governance for all participants in 

all parks. Participants from the Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve and Tla-o-qui-aht Tribal 

Parks noted that it was important for ecosystem management within the park to be grounded in 

traditional First Nations values like reciprocity and respect, and that governance goals were 
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based in these ideals. They also pointed to the fundamental link between ecosystem health and 

community health and empowerment.   

 In particular, Gwaii Haanas participants mentioned preservation and protection as a key 

ecological goal of governance both in relation to the ecological health of the Park Reserve and in 

relation to protecting traditional territory from resource exploitation. The desire to embed Haida 

values and perspectives in governance activities, including the continuation of traditional 

harvesting practices was also noted. The Gwaii Haanas Agreement governing the park also 

expressly prohibits extraction of resources for commercial purposes, strengthening the Park’s 

commitment to preservation and protection and traditional use practices. 

 Tla-o-qui-aht Tribal Parks participants also indicated a desire to preserve and protect 

resources from exploitation while noting that control over lands and waters better enabled the 

values of reciprocity and responsibility to inform governance practices. Maintaining ecological 

diversity was felt to be important and in keeping with traditional teachings. As one participant 

noted,  

There’s actually stories about that plant that everybody regarded as a weed, as kind of 

like a useless thing, and then a big event happened and it turned out that, that one plant 

became the most critical plant during the recovery, after the impact. So these are 

teachings about respecting all the various things. (Interview 6) 

 Goals for the Pacific Rim National Park Reserve were noted by the interview participant 

and within the Park’s management plan to be maintaining ecological integrity and ensuring 

sustainable resource use. In particular, managing harvesting activities was noted as being an 

important focus for governance. This focus was based on the desire to preserve the health of the 

ecosystem and to manage use of hunting methods that may be dangerous to park visitor safety.  
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Social goals. Participants from all parks also noted preservation as an important social 

goal for governance and noted considerations like cultural preservation and respecting the unique 

needs of differing Nations in governance activities. Participants from Gwaii Haanas and Tla-o-

qui-aht also noted community empowerment as an important goal for governance with different 

methods to achieving this empowerment noted in the models adopted in each park. Gwaii 

Haanas chose to collaborate with federal agencies and institute Haida Law to provide legitimacy 

to their traditional systems. In contrast, the Tla-o-qui-aht chose to assume a completely self-

governing model to establish legitimacy without the need for the involvement of external 

agencies. For participants at both parks, governance activities also provided an opportunity to 

evolve traditional knowledge and practices to modern day scenarios. 

For Gwaii Hanaas participants, preservation and protection was focused on cultural 

resources, artifacts, and practices. Culture was tightly linked to the protection and preservation of 

land, and the two were noted to be inseparable in Haida thinking. Participants likewise noted 

empowerment of the Haida people as a governance goal, including equal voice for Haida in 

decision making, and the assertion of Haida values, for example the passing of Haida Law. 

Governance structures were also seen as a method of maintaining and evolving Haida culture by 

providing an avenue to continue cultural practices and evolve them to modern-day scenarios.   

 Tla-o-qui-aht Tribal Parks participants felt reclaiming traditional values, language, rules, 

and ways of thinking were a particularly important goal of governance and this goal was seen as 

a way of restoring some of the power that was taken during colonization. Empowerment of the 

Nuu-chah-nulth people through the creation of a more just and equal society and through the re-

establishment of a diverse economic system was also noted as an important goal. 
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 The goals for Pacific Rim were mentioned as establishing comfortable, collaborative 

relationships between First Nations and Parks Canada representatives. This involved working 

with the needs and interests of First Nations communities while still adhering to federal 

legislation and Parks Canada policy. Reconciling different uses of the land was also noted as a 

goal, with the desire to balance activities like harvesting, with safe and enjoyable visitor 

experiences.  

Ecological and social factors. Participants noted several factors that they considered 

necessary for achieving ecological and social goals of governance. For Gwaii Haanas and Pacific 

Rim National Park Reserves these factors centred on shared understanding among actor groups 

which included jointly agreed-upon mechanisms to ensure preservation and protection of land 

and culture. For Tla-o-qui-aht Tribal Parks establishing community ownership and traditional 

values in governance practices was considered key.  

Ecological factors. For participants from Gwaii Haanas and Pacific Rim National Park, 

mechanisms for protection and preservation were considered key in achieving ecological goals. 

Agreements that allowed for the negotiation of shared understanding were an important tool for 

establishing mechanisms considered legitimate by all actor groups. For Tla-o-qui-aht Tribal 

Parks, grounding protection and preservation in traditional practices was felt to be most 

important.  

In particular, Gwaii Haanas participants noted that a shared interest in protecting and 

preserving the land and resources of the park was a key factor for successful governance. This 

shared interest was initially established in the Gwaii Haanaas Agreement that founded the 

cooperative management process in the Park, and is continuously negotiated through the 

Archipelago Management Board, the managing body for Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve. 
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Situated in a remote archipelago and comprising the traditional territory of only one Nation, clear 

geographic and territorial boundaries were also felt to be a contributing factor to success because 

agreement did not have to be negotiated between Nations with differing needs, interests, and 

unsettled territorial claims.  Finally, the shared creation of management plans and the use of 

management mechanisms such as the Haida Watchman to assist with the day-to-day protection 

of key resources was felt to be important. 

 Tla-o-qui-aht Tribal Parks participants felt that utilizing management systems focused on 

social-ecological resiliency was an important factor in achieving ecological goals. Participants 

noted that this holistic view of ecological protection and preservation was grounded in traditional 

values that were still being re-established in the community. Participants noted that the 

recognition of the interconnection of environment and people, and the adoption of an attitude of 

respect and responsibility to creatures and the land were vital to achieving the ecological goals of 

governance.  

 For Pacific Rim National Park, mechanisms to protect the ecosystem were felt to be of 

primary importance in achieving ecological goals, in particular the control of harvesting 

activities in the Park. A negotiated permitting system for ongoing, consumptive harvesting in the 

Park Reserve was seen as the method to achieve this. 

Social factors. For all participants at all parks people were considered a primary factor in 

achieving social governance goals. People who embraced considerations like cooperation and 

mutual agreement, education and respect were noted as being critical to the advancement of 

social governance goals. Participants also highlighted that success rested on seeing governance 

as an ongoing journey rather than a single destination.  
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For Gwaii Haanas participants a cooperative approach to management was a critical 

factor in the success of governance. This included finding areas of mutual agreement to work 

from, commitment to resolving conflict, and the strongly held belief that cooperation is the right 

solution. Establishing a position of power through ‘legitimate’ avenues was felt to help push 

shared governance in the desired direction. As one participant noted, “…when the Crown looks 

at our defence and the strength of our claim, it basically forces them to say ‘we have to find a 

solution to this because if this goes to court we’re going to lose.’” (Interview 8).  

Participants also noted knowledge translation as an important factor including articulating 

traditional knowledge in a way that can be used alongside government data. Further, the design 

of governance mechanisms to create a cooperative working environment was noted as a key 

factor in achieving governance goals. Time was mentioned as a necessary element in smoothing 

governance processes and the view of governance as a journey not a destination was considered 

key. Continuity of representation in governance bodies was also seen as helpful. 

 Tla-o-qui-aht Tribal Parks participants noted the need to foster long-term ownership of 

management processes by a variety of people. Reclaiming traditional values including an 

understanding and respect for natural laws was seen as important and as occurring through 

traditional teaching methods. Time was noted as a critical factor in the reconstruction of 

traditional management practices, and the approach to governance as a journey not a destination 

was noted here as well. Time was also noted as a necessary element for understanding and 

respecting the natural world. As one participant noted,  

So when you go in there [the forest] you look at a tree you find it… you look at that thing 

for a long time. You go up there and what was very important was that you spend time 
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there. You look at it and you have to be very aware of all the other creatures around… 

(Interview 10) 

 In Pacific Rim, a cooperative approach to governance was noted as a critical factor, 

including finding areas of mutual agreement to move forward from, a collaborative approach to 

conflict, and collective decision-making on research and management. Supportive relationships 

were also felt to be important, and were defined as the ability to share sensitive information in 

confidence, and respect for different viewpoints. Taking a variable approach to governance 

depending on the needs and interests of actor groups was also considered important.  

Challenges and opportunities. Participants from all parks noted that despite success, 

governance activities continued to present challenges as well as opportunities. In particular, 

competing priorities challenged governance processes in all the parks and differences in 

knowledge systems tended to create conflicts that needed to be addressed. However, governance 

also provided an example of evolution for all participants. This included evolving the way 

information is housed and transferred, and the way that traditional values interface with the 

dominant culture.  

Challenges. For participants from Gwaii Haanas and Pacific Rim Park Reserves, 

developing common understanding and priorities was a constant challenge that required the time 

and attention of all actor groups. For Tla-o-qui-aht Tribal Parks it was resisting the push to share 

priorities with outside interests that presented the largest challenge.  

In particular, Gwaii Haanas participants noted that the cooperative management approach 

was still controversial and at times challenged community support. Creating shared 

understanding between actor groups was noted as a challenge, particularly when values and land 

use priorities conflict, or when knowledge is stored differently, for example oral history versus 
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database information. Likewise, the structure of the Archipelago Management Board was noted 

to present challenges including difficulties in achieving consensus from time to time, and the 

potentially fragile process that results from every Board member being capable of stone-walling 

the cooperative management process. 

 Tla-o-qui-aht Tribal Parks participants noted the way parks governance is currently 

embedded in the Nuu-chah-nulth Nation’s wider administration processes as a challenge and 

something they will be looking to change. The influence of the dominant Western approach on 

Park governance was noted as something that had to be actively resisted. This included the push 

to document management policies in order to legitimize them, and to adopt the language and 

technology of the provincial government.  The historical deconstruction of family and culture 

that occurred as a result of colonization was mentioned as a critical challenge as was the time 

and energy required to establish claims in the court system.  

 Challenges in Pacific Rim included limited resources for both Parks Canada and First 

Nations due to competing priorities and limited funding. The Parks Canada mandate also 

presented challenges particularly when it conflicts with First Nations interests. Maintaining a 

focus on areas of shared interest was likewise noted as a challenge, as was the development of 

shared accountability and measurements of success that include all actor groups. 

Opportunities.  For all participants the evolution of practices and values was seen as the 

biggest opportunity provided by shared-jurisdiction governance activities. For participants with 

Gwaii Haanas and Tla-o-qui-aht Tribal Parks, governance models were seen as a way of putting 

traditional values to work in a modern day scenario. For Pacific Rim, governance was seen as a 

way of evolving the policy and practice of the dominant culture to be more inclusive and 

respectful of traditional values.   
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For Gwaii Haanas participants their equal-representation cooperative governance model 

presents the opportunity to settle all aspects of Haida Gwaii management out of court. As one 

participant noted,  

… that’s what these co-management agreements are. They are incremental steps towards 

reconciliation of our titles. I think at the end of the day if this never goes to court and we 

can reconcile all aspects of Haida Gwaii management … I mean everything is walking 

down the road of co-management. We really believe that is the long-term answer. 

(Interview 8)  

Gwaii Haanas participants also noted that governance issues had created the opportunity 

to record traditional knowledge in a new database format. By storing knowledge in this way it 

would become possible to use the knowledge for the benefit of the Haida Nation, including 

rolling it into school curriculum. Participants also noted that the model has created an 

opportunity to develop contiguous management plans that handle marine and terrestrial resources 

together. 

Tla-o-qui-aht Tribal Parks participants noted that their self-determined approach to parks 

governance provided an example of how traditional management practices can be utilized in a 

modern day scenario. Additionally, participants saw the governance of the parks as containing an 

element of activism through asserting control and establishing governance processes and policies 

that are consonant with Nuu-chah-nulth life ways.  

Pacific Rim’s government-led cooperative management scenario was noted as providing 

an example of effectively balancing government priorities with First Nations needs and interests. 

The flexibility that is built into governance was also seen as an example of working effectively 

with and being guided by the needs and interests of different First Nations communities. 
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Increasing collaboration on matters of economic opportunity for First Nations within the Park 

Reserve was also seen as an opportunity presented by this model.  
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Discussion and Recommendations 

Based on the results above, the social-ecological goals for the two clam garden sites 

under study in the Listening to the Sea, Looking to the Future project are: 

a) Restore social-ecological systems associated with clam gardens 

b) Empower Coast Salish Nations 

c) Improve the social-ecological understanding of clam gardens 

d) Establish the long-term maintenance of clam gardens.  

In order to achieve these goals, several factors will need to be considered, including: 

a) Access to scientific and traditional knowledge 

b) Develop relationships and power-sharing mechanisms among key actor groups 

c) Provide adequate resourcing for governance tasks 

d) Assume a long-term view of governance.  

Restore the Social-Ecological Systems Associated with Clam Gardens 

As a driving goal of clam garden governance, social-ecological restoration is supported in 

the literature as a valuable goal for repairing heavily-used systems such as coastal environments 

(Berkes, 2015). However, it is important to consider how and by whom restoration is defined. 

The complex interconnection of social and ecological systems, and the significant role history 

plays in shaping them, means that it is neither practical, nor helpful to attempt the restoration of 

social-ecological systems to their exact former state (Woodley, 2009). This is an especially 

relevant consideration for clam gardens.  

As Deur et al. (2015) note, clam gardens were once part of a thriving social-ecological 

system characterized by ongoing human presence and interaction with the landscape; complex 

subsistence, travel, and settlement patterns; and governance institutions based on values of 
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respect and reciprocity, and grounded in family and clan ties to the land and seascape. Since that 

time, assimilation of First Nations cultures through the residential school system, the segregation 

of communities to reserves, and the banning of cultural practices like the potlatch have changed 

the structure of these social-ecological systems, including their governance in significant ways 

(Deur et al., 2015; Interviews 4, 6, 8, 10). The implication of this history for clam garden 

governance cannot be overstated.  

As Leach et al. (1999) note, over time physical landscapes come to represent the legacies 

of former management practices and the shifting power structures associated with them. These 

legacies shape the decisions that can be made today, and impact how natural and social 

environments are perceived by actors (Berkes, 2015; Notzke, 1995). For this reason, it is 

impossible to abstract governance structures from past actions and relationships (Notzke, 1995). 

And for clam gardens, the past has created a very complex present indeed; one that governance 

must consider in order to be successful.  

Given the significant changes to both social and ecological systems, it is clear that 

restoring clam gardens back to their exact former state may not be a realistic goal and that a 

different definition of restoration will likely be necessary. This definition will almost certainly 

need to be established by the actors themselves and will be part of the shared understanding 

noted by interview participants as a critical element for effective governance. Currently, there 

appears to be a gap in the language being used by actor groups to talk about clam garden 

restoration. Coast Salish participants tended to speak of concepts such as reclaiming culture and 

values, and balancing social inequality by improving access to secure food sources and trade 

opportunities. For these participants restoration appears to include concepts like identity, agency, 

and equality. In contrast, researchers and the participants linked to Parks Canada exclusively 
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tended to speak of activities like restoring clam abundance and reconnecting First Nations with 

cultural practices. For these participants restoration appears to include definitions of scientific 

measurability and facilitating connections between people and the landscape. This approach is 

confirmed in the documents guiding federal restoration activities in protected areas. The gap 

between reclaiming and reconnecting is wide and is an area of negotiation by actor groups and 

that will likely need to be reflected in guiding documentation for shared governance of clam 

gardens to be successful. 

When looking to extrapolate these findings to other clam gardens, it will be important to 

keep a place-based management approach in mind. Negotiating a definition for restoration may 

be a requirement for each individual site to fully account for the political, cultural, and 

environmental nuances surrounding each location. Regardless of where they are, clam gardens 

will always be located on First Nations traditional territory, and most will likely require a multi-

stakeholder governance approach. The type and number of government agencies involved will 

vary as will the First Nations who have claims of rights and title to the land. Private land owners 

and members of the public are also likely to play a role. Letting go of blueprint definitions and 

involving the full range of location-specific interests in defining problems and measures of 

success will be a critical element in the success of clam garden governance beyond the Listening 

to the Sea, Looking to the Future project.   

Empower Coast Salish Nations 

 In interviews, the empowerment of First Nations peoples was articulated as the desire to 

provide First Nations communities with ownership over the long-term management of clam 

gardens. In order to achieve this level of meaningful participation, it will be necessary for actor 

groups to recognize that First Nations generally stand outside of dominant power structures, and 
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that these limits are linked to wider social barriers that create very real limits to the ways in 

which they can participate in governance (King, 2004; Leach et al., 1999). Addressing this social 

imbalance is a process that must be guided centrally by the Nations themselves. In the following 

sections I will make recommendations based on my research, but I recognize this information is 

limited in both scope and depth.  

 Participants identifying as First Nations noted that meaningful involvement was a vital 

component of empowerment. These participants saw fostering First Nations agency over clam 

gardens, including influence in decision making as an important consideration. Research 

supports this view, but cautions that influence must go beyond superficial advisory participation 

to include substantial influence over governance processes including the rules of engagement, 

and input into problem and risk definition (Berkes, 2015; Bowie, 2013; Pinkerton & Silver, 

2011; Silver and Campbell, 2005). Participants did note the desire to have dominant actor groups 

assume a facilitation role in governance, but it was unclear how facilitation would be defined and 

how much power would be shared. To this end, establishing power-sharing mechanisms is a 

critical element that will likely need to be addressed. 

Two participants involved in clam garden governance felt formal committees and 

working groups were beneficial to the governance process and created a form of power share that 

was generally acceptable. However, it is important to note that these are not the only avenues for 

sharing power and relying on them exclusively may not be as effective as employing multiple 

strategies. This may include working together to expand the scope of activities where power is 

already being shared, and using problems to create equally-shared responsibility for solutions 

(Zurba et al., 2012). In looking to create power-sharing mechanisms the examples provided by 

other models of shared-jurisdiction governance may be instructive.  
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 Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve provides an example of an effective cooperative 

power-sharing structure grounded in an equal-representation, consensus-based advisory board 

and formal agreements. This model provides an example of power-sharing mechanisms that have 

been carefully designed to navigate legislative requirements for the Federal Government and 

traditional laws for First Nations. It also provides an example of a First Nations philosophy that 

believes power-sharing is the solution, and a federal government body confronted with a strong, 

if yet unsettled claim to territory.  

 In contrast, Tla-o-qui-aht Tribal Parks are a First Nations-led initiative that provides an 

example of power that has been assumed exclusively by one party. Grounded in self-

determination, this model is based on Nuu-chah-nulth values and processes, and strives in part 

for larger social goals including environmental and economic security for Nuu-chah-nulth 

people. This model also provides an example of power that has not been conferred through 

‘legitimate’ means in the eyes of federal and provincial authorities, and thus remains vulnerable 

to outside forces (Murray & King, 2012).  

 Pacific Rim National Park Reserve provides yet another example of a power sharing 

model where legitimate power rests with a federal agency (Parks Canada) that wishes to 

collaborate and cooperatively manage resources with other actor groups. The push towards 

power sharing in this model is grounded in federal mandates and is supported by flexible policy 

that allows ground-level planning and management to meet unique, place-based needs 

(Interviews 7, 9). Although this model supports collaboration and cooperation, ultimate veto 

power remains with the dominant party.  

There are many other models of power sharing and an exhaustive summary of them is 

beyond the scope of this research. However, it is safe to assume that no one model will be right 
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for all clam garden governance scenarios. Rather, there will be elements of different models that 

will be more or less applicable and those features may be further tailored to answer the 

peculiarities of clam garden location and the needs and interests of actor groups. 

A further consideration for power-sharing mechanisms is ensuring First Nations 

communities are empowered with the appropriate resources to manage governance tasks. This 

includes the requisite skills, and adequate human and financial capital (Bowie, 2013; Leach et 

al., 1999; Pinkerton, 2000). In the case of the clam gardens in the Listening to the Sea, Looking 

to the Future project, physical assets such as boats and requisite support materials (docking 

facilities, safety gear, trained operators etc.) present a significant resource consideration that is 

already challenging governance activities. Solving these challenges will require actor groups to 

come together to find creative ways of providing the resources needed for true empowerment. A 

partial answer may reside in the economic opportunity clam gardens present for First Nations. 

Access to clams for commercial sale, and access to interpretive, research, and eco-tourism 

opportunities related to the gardens may provide an avenue to address financial resource 

challenges while also increasing power share in governance scenarios.   

 The effectiveness of power-sharing mechanisms will be strongly linked to the strength of 

the relationships at play in governance scenarios. Elements of trust, respect, flexibility, and 

commitment are necessary for effective power sharing to occur (Notzke, 1995; Zurba et al., 

2012). In the case of the clam garden sites that were the focus of this research, participants noted 

that strong relationships are likely to be challenged by issues such as unsettled rights and title 

and overlapping territorial claims. Here it will be important for stakeholders to focus on 

developing shared goals that exist outside of these concerns. As demonstrated by both Gwaii 

Haanas and Pacific Rim National Park Reserves it is not necessary for legal questions of 
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ownership to be answered in order to move forward with shared governance. What is necessary, 

these models instruct, is to develop a basis of shared understanding to move forward from, even 

if that shared understanding is agreeing to disagree on certain aspects.  

 The desire to empower First Nations peoples by bestowing ownership of clam garden 

management to communities is an important goal for clam garden governance within the GINPR, 

but bestowing ownership of management may be focusing in the wrong direction. Instead, it may 

be better to focus governance activities on assessing current inequalities and developing plans to 

address them including establishing power-sharing mechanisms, strong relationships, and 

adequate resources, along with any other ground-level needs communities may have.  

Improve the Social-Ecological Understanding of Clam Gardens 

Many interview participants also mentioned the desire to improve understanding about 

the social-ecological systems surrounding clam gardens. On this topic there was an important 

divergence in focus. First Nations participants focused on developing understanding that would 

enhance and preserve the health of traditional territory. This included improving clam 

productivity, but extended to improving cross-cultural understanding about the social and 

spiritual significance of the gardens for the Coast Salish. In particular, it was felt that recognition 

and acknowledgment of clam gardens as a traditional food system, and a respect for where the 

knowledge comes from is an important element of understanding. Who owns the knowledge 

associated with clam gardens was also seen as an area for discussion.  

For Parks Canada, learning goals were focused on the ecological processes that impact 

clam productivity and the effects of the gardens on the intertidal ecosystem. This understanding 

was seen as a primary way to measure the restoration process and is in keeping with 

organizational goals and guidelines outlined by Parks Canada. Educating the public, and 
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connecting First Nations Elders and youth in order to foster knowledge transfer was seen as the 

central avenue to improve understanding of the cultural aspects of the clam gardens. Through 

interviews it became clear that while actor groups all agreed on the importance of education, 

exactly what topics require education and how this education should take place will need to be 

addressed in the future if this goal is to be recognized. 

 Participants widely noted that improving social-ecological knowledge about clam 

gardens would require the involvement of both scientific and traditional knowledge systems, and 

bringing the two systems together was seen as necessary. For this reason, involving researchers 

and traditional knowledge holders in governance was considered important. In this respect, 

relationships have the potential to play an especially important role. Connecting with individuals 

and leaders who are established in their communities can help to increase interplay between 

groups and improve credibility of decisions (Cash et al., 2006; Crona & Parker, 2012). Designing 

governance models may therefore begin with a focus on building relationships with key 

individuals i.e. researchers, knowledge holders, decision makers in government agencies, and 

leveraging these relationships to expand outwards to other groups. Key individuals will likely 

need to include those in First Nations, research organizations, and a variety of federal 

departments which may include Parks Canada, Fisheries and Oceans Canada, the Canadian Food 

Inspection Agency, and Environment Canada. Provincial, municipal, and public leaders may also 

need to be considered depending on the location of the clam garden in question. 

 Knowledge translation is another consideration in combining science with traditional 

knowledge, and the example provided by Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve may contribute 

food for thought. Here, the Haida Nation is working to document traditional knowledge and will 

eventually be formatting this knowledge into a database so that it can be used alongside 
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provincial data for decision making. Although this approach may not be one all Nations wish to 

pursue, Haida participants in this research noted that documenting knowledge has provided the 

significant benefit of preserving traditional knowledge and providing record of the knowledge 

for use by the Haida community in educating its youth and the public. This approach was seen as 

a necessary evolution of Haida culture, and one that has the potential for widespread benefits.   

 Many participants noted the need to place traditional ecological knowledge at the heart of 

clam garden governance activities. This will likely need to be a carefully considered process. The 

involvement of government agencies may mean that scientific data is the default measurement of 

success, and document analysis indicates that this is likely the case. Document analysis also 

reveals that traditional ecological knowledge may often be seen as a way of supporting Western 

management goals, rather than a knowledge set that has value on its own. This philosophy 

increases the chance that traditional ecological knowledge will be used as a supplement or “gap 

filler” for information science doesn’t have (Bowie, 2013). As Armitage et al. (2009) note, in 

governance scenarios where learning is the goal, as it is here, technical expertise has a critical but 

limited role to play. Therefore, the role and deference provided to different knowledge sets 

becomes a critical consideration when looking to improve the social-ecological understanding of 

clam gardens.  

A final consideration for improving social-ecological understanding of the clam gardens 

under study here is establishing an adaptive, learning-focused approach to governance. This 

requires developing strong feedback mechanisms for governance activities. Importantly, 

feedback mechanisms are also linked to measures of success. In governance models, feedback 

mechanisms will be built to monitor what is being measured (Berkes, 2015). This in turn 

determines what is considered important and thus what information is prioritized in determining 
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governance actions (Berkes, 2015). Learning from Pacific Rim National Park Reserve is 

instructive here. Ensuring all actor groups contribute to defining and measuring success and 

keeping actor groups accountable to each other through these measurements were noted as being 

important to the success of governance activities.  

In order for these measurements to happen effectively, actor groups will likely need to be 

closely linked so that information flows between those at the resource-user scale, and the 

agencies who are responsible for beach closures, policies, and enforcement. The gap participants 

noted in the connection between regulatory agencies and First Nations will likely need to be 

addressed to ensure effective governance of the sites. Timely feedback is also important to 

ensure that small-scale changes in the system are acted upon before they threaten the entire 

system (Armitage et al., 2009; Folke et al., 2000). Document analysis reveals that although 

federal agencies report on protected area management activities annually, they review their 

management plans only once every five years. This lag time may create challenges for truly 

adaptive management responses. Additionally, decisions about change will likely need to 

consider information gathered scientifically and information noted by resource users who 

harbour traditional knowledge about clam gardens. 

In all aspects related to improving the social-ecological understanding of clam garden 

sites in the Listening to the Sea, Looking to the Future project, equality of knowledge systems is 

key. From ensuring shared goals for education to establishing measures of success in clam 

garden governance, equality of knowledge systems plays a key role in the learning process.  

Provide for the Long-Term Maintenance of Clam Gardens 

 Perhaps the most obvious consideration in establishing the long-term maintenance of the 

clam gardens is the issue of ownership. Particularly for the sites under study here, and others in 
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British Columbia, this will be a place-based management consideration dependent upon the 

particulars of the clam garden location in question. For areas under current federal jurisdiction 

ownership will likely be a tricky consideration, as ownership of the land via settled claims of title 

may be necessary in order to fully resolve the ownership question. For the clam garden sites 

under study here, Parks Canada participants noted a willingness to shift ownership of long-term 

management activities to First Nations, but this consideration will be limited by the need to keep 

ultimate decision making authority within federal bodies. This consideration also requires careful 

examination of the benefits and costs to ensure management responsibilities are not delegated to 

those without the resources to properly handle them. Participants involved in clam garden 

governance today noted a desire for First Nations to assume stewardship and to experience a 

reinvigorated sense of pride in the gardens. In achieving this ideal, it is important to remember 

that this process must include the proper incentives towards involvement including significant 

benefits to match responsibilities (Leach et al., 1999).  

 Future commercial interests will be a related, and potentially significant topic for 

consideration. Rules and regulations regarding access to resources are intimately linked to 

decisions around ownership and incentives. The evolution of rights and title, and the use of 

government control mechanisms such as tenures and licensing all have significant impact on 

long-term maintenance considerations. In addition, the implications of applying modern day 

regulations to traditional management practices rooted in the use of technology such as sticks 

and woven baskets, and in concepts of inherited responsibility to the land (Deur et al., 2015) 

deserve attention and deep consideration for any clam garden site, regardless of location.  

In establishing long-term maintenance processes for the clam gardens under study here, 

how relationships are mediated will likely be another important element to be addressed. As 
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noted by participants, some of the different philosophies that underpin the approach of 

government agencies and First Nations may need to be negotiated. In particular, a preference for 

relational techniques like face-to-face connections may need to be balanced with the need for 

documentation and bureaucratic process in government agencies. There are many 

communications tools available, and the likely approach will be a combination that balances both 

preferences without prioritizing one over the other.  

  Time also plays an important role in establishing long-term maintenance practices for 

these sites, and as counselled by Gwaii Haanas and Tla-o-qui-aht Tribal Parks participants, 

adopting the perspective of governance as a journey, not a destination is helpful in achieving 

governance success. This perspective requires recognizing the dynamic nature of governance 

practice, and building governance models for ongoing learning. Providing room for the 

interactions and power dynamics between actors to evolve in keeping with governance priorities 

and the changing legal landscape surrounding clam gardens may also be helpful.  

 Establishing long-term maintenance of the clam gardens in the Listening to the Sea, 

Looking to the Future project requires assuming a long-term view of governance that considers 

the role of institutions and actors, not only in the ongoing governance of individual clam garden 

sites, but in the related goals of clam garden restoration, First Nations empowerment, and social-

ecological knowledge development.   
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Conclusion 

There can be little doubt that clam gardens represent a tightly-linked social-ecological 

system, and as such careful attention must be paid to governance design. This design is 

challenged by the fact that the gardens have not been actively used for perhaps decades and 

require an element of restoration to bring them back from their currently inactive state. The 

process of restoration will require a focus on improving knowledge about clam gardens through 

both scientific data and traditional knowledge mechanisms, and demands a long-term view of 

governance. But more than this, and perhaps most challenging, governance must attend to the 

core issue of social inequality that contributed in significant ways to the current state of clam 

garden health.  

 The social-ecological goals outlined by participants in this research attempt to account for 

this underlying social imbalance. However, in order to be realized, those responsible for 

achieving these goals may wish to carefully consider the historical root of current inequalities 

and how governance processes then recognize, define, and address the disparity. This requires in 

no small part, the development of shared understanding, shared power, and shared measurements 

of success. This initial research suggests that common ground between actor groups in the 

Listening to the Sea, Looking to the Future project exists, and the overall goal of equality is 

shared. Actor groups would do well to delve into these shared ideals more deeply and enter into 

discussions around fundamental ideas about the goals, possibilities, and future vision for clam 

garden governance in the GINPR and beyond.  

 For First Nations peoples, the clam gardens may offer an avenue for improving economic 

and food security, enhancing Nation-to-Nation relationships, and for developing equal-power or 

self-governance mechanisms that can support communities into the future. The benefits of clam 
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gardens to First Nations communities however, must be determined and driven first and foremost 

by the communities themselves. This will require both initiative and commitment on the part of 

the Nations to work with other actor groups, or to navigate ways of establishing power and 

control. Not all Nations will be interested in this undertaking and in those cases, how and 

whether clam gardens are utilized will almost certainly need to be negotiated.  

 This is an interesting time in history as legal definitions of indigenous rights and title 

evolve to be stronger and ever more encompassing, and as reconciliation with indigenous 

peoples comes to the forefront of the national agenda. Resource management is at the heart of 

this evolution, and has played a central role in nearly all Supreme Court of Canada cases related 

to indigenous rights. There is great potential for clam gardens to contribute to this evolving 

discourse and to forward goals that appear on the global stage including reconciliation with 

indigenous peoples, sustainable resource management, and the improved health of social-

ecological systems.  

It is too early to measure the outcomes of clam garden governance, so new is the Western 

world’s recognition of these valuable management systems. However, the promise of the active 

management approach promoted in traditional First Nations clam garden governance and a host 

of other terrestrial and marine systems is evident and deserves further examination and research. 

Limitations to the Research 

 This research used Parks Canada as a representative federal agency because at the time 

the research was conducted Parks Canada was the federal agency most directly involved in the 

restoration of clam gardens. As the practice of clam garden restoration grows, other federal 

agencies will become more meaningfully involved out of necessity and the implications of this 

involvement require further research and understanding.  
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 Due to time and geographic restrictions, the author was unable to facilitate group 

discussions with First Nations groups, for example talking circles or focus groups. This would 

have been the preferred method for gathering input as it provides the community as a whole with 

a voice and input into the research process. As it was, the author relied on a few key 

representatives to speak on behalf of the communities with whom they work. The author 

acknowledges the limitations inherent in this and plans to present research findings to 

communities where possible to pass along what she has learned and to adjust her understanding 

of the subject matter based on community feedback.  

Future Research Possibilities 

 To date there has been much emphasis on the ecological restoration of clam gardens but 

comparatively little focus on the restoration of the social systems that support them. The future 

research possibilities in this area are nearly limitless. Addressing questions posed by this 

research offer a starting point. This may include examining the elements of shared understanding 

discussed here in more depth, seeking to better understand the nuances of establishing shared 

power in clam garden governance, and researching practical approaches for increasing 

empowerment and equality for First Nations actor groups. Given the nature of these inquiries, the 

potential to draw First Nations scholars and researchers into these endeavours, and to incorporate 

indigenous methodologies in the development of research programs should not be ignored. 

Having non-indigenous scholars involved will remain important, but using Western approaches 

and scholarly thinking is likely to miss fundamental pieces of understanding accessible only 

through ways of knowing held by the cultures that own clam gardens practice.  

Given the tightly woven social-ecological nature of clam gardens, another promising area 

of potential research exists in an interdisciplinary examination of clam gardens that blends 
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physical and social sciences. Finding a way to blend archaeological studies, biological data, 

indigenous research approaches, anthropological studies and other areas of social inquiry would 

greatly enhance understanding of the complex ecological and social systems that supported clam 

gardens and a thriving coastal culture for centuries. Indeed, we have just begun to scratch the 

surface of inquiry into clam gardens and much remains to be understood. As with governance, 

only through strong partnerships between groups holding different aspects of knowledge can an 

accurate picture emerge of clam gardens and the potential they hold for the future.  
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Appendix A: Important terms 

 The terms outlined below have many definitions in the literature on natural resource 

management and shared governance of coastal areas and indigenous traditional territory. 

Drawing on the definitions of respected authors and researchers, this section clarifies the ways in 

which I am employing these terms in the context of this research.  

 

Governance As outlined by Berkes (2015), governance is a broad and inclusive 

term that includes the political aspects of power-sharing, 

responsibility, and policy-setting involved in natural resource 

management. The definition of governance used in this research 

utilizes Berkes’ definition and is inclusive of collaborative and 

ongoing efforts to manage, sustain, and allocate resources among a 

variety of actor groups. For example, decision making that 

involves First Nations communities, and federal and provincial 

agencies in deciding how clams can be harvested and by whom 

would be an element of clam garden governance. 

 

Management Slocombe and Dearden (2009) use the word ‘management’ to 

mean deliberate activity designed to monitor or influence an 

ecological system, and this is the definition that will be used in 

this research. Management is how governance ideas are turned 

into reality including landscape modifications, monitoring, and 
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human intervention. For example, maintaining the rock walls and 

aerating the soil matrix would be elements of clam garden 

management.  

 

Institutions Institutions are the formal and informal guidelines used by 

individuals to govern clam garden resources. These may include 

formal agreements and arrangements as well as informal 

conventions and codes of conduct. Some institutions may exist in 

other governance scenarios while others may be specific to clam 

gardens. This definition is in keeping with the definition offered 

by Ostrom (1990). For example, in shared governance scenarios a 

combination of formal agreements and informal relationships are 

likely to form the basis of governance institutions. 

 

Mechanisms The term ‘mechanism’ is used here to mean the methods employed 

by actor groups to realize institutional goals. This is in keeping 

with the way the term is used by Berkes & Folke (2000). 

Mechanisms may include aspects such as power-sharing 

structures, resource acquisition strategies, and the processes used 

for gathering and interpreting feedback. For example, cooperative 

management boards are a mechanism of governance often used in 

shared governance scenarios.  
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Model The word ‘model ‘is used here as shorthand to mean the way in 

which governance institutions are designed. The term is meant to 

include both the institutions and the mechanisms for governance. 

For example, the Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve provides an 

example of a model intended to produce equal-power, consensus-

based shared governance.  

 

Goals Here the term ‘goal’ is used in keeping with the simple Merriam-

Webster Dictionary definition as something a person or group is 

trying to do or achieve. For example, restoring clam garden health 

is a goal of clam garden governance.  

 

Outcomes Leach, Mearnes, and Scoones (1999) use the word ‘outcomes’ to 

mean the result of actions taken within an institutional framework. 

From this perspective outcomes extend beyond goals to look at the 

overall impact of governance actions including things like 

ecosystem health, sustainable use, equitable distribution of 

resources etc. For example, an outcome of restoring clam garden 

health may be increased food security and economic opportunity 

for First Nations communities in the Pacific Northwest.   
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Shared jurisdiction ‘Shared jurisdiction’ is used here to mean areas where multiple 

actor groups have legitimate claim to land and resources. Shared 

jurisdictions indicate a need for multi-stakeholder governance 

processes. For example, we can surmise based on what is known 

regionally of clam gardens, that many will exist in areas covered 

by a combination of federal, provincial, private, and First Nations 

territory, creating shared-jurisdiction governance scenarios.  

 

Scale The term scale is used here as it is by Reid, Berkes, Wilbanks and 

Capistrano (2006) to mean differences in geographic space and 

time. This includes scales ranging from limited local geography to 

areas of broad international concern as well as long and short-term 

governance actions. For example, clam garden governance is 

concerned with local-scale management practices relating to 

individual gardens as well as national-scale policy that guides and 

constrains local management activities. Likewise, although the 

governance questions covered by this research are situated in 

terms of modern day considerations, timescales at clam garden 

sites can encompass centuries and perhaps millennia. 

  

Traditional knowledge Traditional knowledge is used here to mean knowledge possessed 

by a particular group of people comprised of practical knowledge 
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of the land and resources, as well as particular worldviews and 

cultural systems. It includes an intergenerational component 

making it a constantly evolving and dynamic way of 

understanding the world. This definition is in keeping with the 

definition offered by Brosius (2006). For example, the traditional 

knowledge that resides within First Nations communities is 

foundational in developing effective clam garden governance.  
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Appendix B: Research Participant Informed Consent Form 

Informed Consent Form for Exploring Governance of Clam Gardens in the GINPR 

Research Participants 

 

Research Project Information 

 

Principle Investigator: Carrie McIntosh 

Principle Investigator Contact Information: 604-723-4335 or diver.carrie@gmail.com 

Research Conducted For: Royal Roads University, Master of Arts in Environment and 

Management Program 

Name of Project: Exploring Governance of Clam Garden in the Gulf Islands National Park 

Reserve 

Research Supervisor: Leslie King, Professor, School of Environment and Sustainability 

Royal Roads University; Director, Canadian Centre for Environmental Education 

Research Supervisor Contact Information: 250-391-2600 x 4104 or 

leslie.king@royalroads.ca 

About the Informed Consent Form 

This informed consent form has two parts: 

 Part I: Information section – to provide you with information about the research project 

and how the information obtained through the project will be used. 

 Part II: Certificate of consent – for your signature should you choose to participate. 

You will be provided with a full copy of this consent form for your records.  

 

Part I – Information Section 

 

Introduction 

My name is Carrie McIntosh and I am a Master’s candidate involved in the Environment 

and Management Program at Royal Roads University. I am researching governance of clam 

gardens for my Master’s thesis and through this form I am inviting you to participate in my 

research project.   

 

I am an independent researcher and as such I am not affiliated with Parks Canada 

or any First Nation. I will provide you with more information about my project in the following 

sections. I invite you to ask questions of myself, my supervisor, or anyone else about the 

research project or about the information in this form prior to deciding whether or not you’d like 

to participate. 

 

Purpose of the Research 

As you may know, there is a project underway to restore two clam garden sites in the 

Gulf Islands National Park Reserve (GINPR). One of the goals of this project is to provide an 

example of how shared natural resources, like clams, can be effectively managed by multiple 

groups with different needs, ideas, and value systems. My research will explore different ways 

clam gardens can be jointly managed by owners and stakeholders such as Parks Canada, First 

Nations, and Gulf Islands communities and will make suggestions about management 
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approaches that may work well for the two clam garden restoration sites being studied. I hope 

that my research findings will help to create effective management policies for all clam garden 

sites within the GINPR and contribute to new ways of thinking about shared resource 

management in other areas of the country. 

 

I believe you can help with my research by sharing your thoughts on clam garden 

management and/or shared jurisdiction management with me. We will explore your ideas about 

managing the environment and the people involved in shared jurisdiction governance, or clam 

garden governance more specifically. We will explore your ideas about the opportunities and 

challenges of shared jurisdiction governance and the structures, processes, and resources that are 

needed to make these scenarios work well.  

 

Why You Are Being Invited to Participate 

You are being invited to participate in this research because of your connection to the 

clam gardens restoration project, because you have experience with shared jurisdiction 

governance within a park setting, and/or because you have an area of expertise (e.g. governance, 

clam ecology) that allows you to speak knowledgeably about the social-ecological system of 

clam gardens.  

 

Voluntary Participation 

Your participation in this research is entirely up to you. The choice that you make will 

not affect your job or your community standing. You can also choose to withdraw from the study 

at a later date, even if you agreed to participate earlier. If you choose to withdraw, any 

information you have provided will be immediately removed from the research project and 

destroyed upon your request. 

 

How You Will Be Involved 

You are being invited to participate in a single, one-on-one discussion session that will 

take approximately one hour to complete. This discussion can be held at a time most convenient 

and comfortable for you and will be done via telephone or video conferencing (Skype) according 

to your preference.  

 

You will also be asked to review a written record of the discussion to make sure I have 

captured your words and ideas correctly. This review should take approximately 20 minutes.  

 

In some instances a brief follow-up interview may be necessary to clarify the information 

you have provided. In this instance we would arrange a short discussion via telephone at a time 

most convenient for you, or if possible, communicate via email. 

 

What the Interview Will Be Like  

The interview will involve just you and me speaking via telephone or video conferencing 

(Skype) according to your preference. If you wish to have someone else present during the 

interview, we can make arrangements for this also. If you do not wish to answer some of the 

questions in the interview, you may say so and we will move on to the next question. The 

answers you give to questions are confidential and only you and I will have access to the raw 
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information documented during the interview. The interview will be tape-recorded. Voice 

recordings will be written out after the interview and those documents will be sent to you for 

review to make sure all of your thoughts and ideas are captured correctly. 

 

For First Nations participants, some of the interview questions may probe traditional 

ecological knowledge held by you or your community. If you feel uncomfortable sharing this 

information, or if you require community involvement or approvals before the information can 

be used, you are free at any time to either decline to answer, or to request that your answers be 

validated and/or approved for use in this research project by your community.  

 

How Information Will Be Kept 

This research project is occurring in conjunction with the clam garden restoration project 

and may draw attention from others involved in the restoration project. You may be asked 

questions by others about your involvement in this research project. Any and all information you 

provide to me will be kept confidential. At no time will your personal information (including 

your name) be made public.  

 

Voice recordings and written transcripts will be kept on a password-encrypted hard drive 

that only I have access to. Voice recordings and written transcripts will be coded so that you 

cannot be identified and will remain in the possession of the researcher during and after the five-

year clam garden restoration project. The information you provide will not be used for any 

purpose other than this research without your express and written permission.  

 

Benefits of This Research Project 

This research project seeks to benefit Parks Canada, First Nations, and other stakeholders 

by helping to inform shared natural resource management policy and practice that provides 

environmental, economic, and social benefits to all involved. 

 

Reimbursements 

Research participants will receive no incentives or financial reimbursement for their 

involvement.  

 

Sharing the Research Results 

Each research participant will receive a summary of results. You and your 

organization/community will be provided with a copy of research results before they are made 

public. Once this has been done, results will be published so that others may benefit from the 

study.  
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Part II: Certificate of Consent 
 

I have read the foregoing information, or it has been read to me. I have had the opportunity to 

ask questions about it and any questions I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I 

consent to voluntarily participate in this research study. 

 

 

 

____________________________________________________________ 

Name of Participant (Print) 

 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

Signature of Participant 

 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

Date 

 

 

____________________________________________________________ 

Name of Researcher (Print) 

 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

Signature of Researcher 

 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

Date 
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Appendix C: Discussion Guides and Questions 

Discussion Guide for Parks Canada Interview Participants 

 
What to Expect 

 

This discussion session will take approximately 45-60 minutes to complete. It is meant to be a 

casual discussion with the questions below providing guidance, but not limiting the topics we 

can cover during our time together. 

 

You are welcome to bring resources (e.g. articles, websites, documents) you think I may find 

helpful to our discussion and/or send them to me via email (diver.carrie@gmail.com) prior to our 

meeting so I can review them beforehand. You may also have topics you wish to cover, or points 

you feel are important to discuss that are not covered in the questions below. I encourage you to 

bring those forward during our meeting. 

 

If at any time during our discussion I ask a question you are not comfortable answering, you may 

decline to answer and we will move on to the next question. If you require clarification about the 

purpose of my questions or the line of discussion we are following, please feel free to stop me 

and ask.  

 

I will record the call so that I may reference our discussion at a later time. After our meeting I 

will transcribe the recording and send it to you for review. Please feel free to provide 

clarifications or changes to the transcript to ensure your ideas and thoughts are represented 

accurately.  

 

To learn more about this project, including my research questions and methods please visit 

www.carriemcintosh.com. Should you have any questions about the information below or the 

informed consent form that accompanies this guide, please feel free to write or call me at any 

time at 604.723.4335 or at diver.carrie@gmail.com.  

 

Discussion Goals 

  

1) Explore the social and ecological goals clam garden management is striving to achieve 

2) Explore the social and ecological outcomes clam garden management is striving to achieve 

3) Explore the key factors involved in achieving those outcomes 

4) Explore perceived opportunities and challenges in existing management model including 

structure, processes, and resources  

 

Discussion Questions for Gulf Islands National Park Reserve Participants 

 

1. Can you tell me a bit about what you hope to achieve in terms of the clam gardens’ 

ecological systems?  
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2. Can you tell me a bit about what you hope to achieve in terms of the people and culture 

that surround clam gardens?  

3. Imagine you are at the end of the Listening to the Sea, Looking to the Future project.  

a. What would your ideal scenario look like for both the environment and the people 

involved?  

b. What kind of things happened during the project that lead to the realization of this 

scenario?  

4. Can you tell me a bit about how management of the clam gardens is structured right now 

e.g. who is involved and how are decisions made?  

5. What about the current management set up is working well right now? What are you 

finding challenging? 
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Discussion Guide for Clam Gardens Researchers 

 

What to Expect 

 

This discussion session will take approximately 45-60 minutes to complete. It is meant to be a 

casual discussion with the questions below providing guidance, but not limiting the topics we 

can cover during our time together. 

 

You are welcome to bring resources (e.g. articles, websites, documents) you think I may find 

helpful to our discussion and/or send them to me via email (diver.carrie@gmail.com) prior to our 

meeting so I can review them beforehand. You may also have topics you wish to cover, or points 

you feel are important to discuss that are not covered in the questions below. I encourage you to 

bring those forward during our meeting. 

 

If at any time during our discussion I ask a question you are not comfortable answering, you may 

decline to answer and we will move on to the next question. If you require clarification about the 

purpose of my questions or the line of discussion we are following, please feel free to stop me 

and ask.  

 

I will record the call so that I may reference our discussion at a later time. After our meeting I 

will transcribe the recording and send it to you for review. Please feel free to provide 

clarifications or changes to the transcript to ensure your ideas and thoughts are represented 

accurately.  

 

To learn more about this project, including my research questions and methods please visit 

www.carriemcintosh.com. Should you have any questions about the information below or the 

informed consent form that accompanies this guide, please feel free to write or call me at any 

time at 604.723.4335 or at diver.carrie@gmail.com.  

 

Discussion Goals 

  

5) Explore the ecological outcomes clam garden management should consider 

6) Explore the key factors involved in achieving those outcomes 

7) Explore perceived opportunities and challenges to achieving those outcomes 
 

Discussion Questions 

 

1. What main ecological factors determine the health of the clam gardens? 

2. How might these factors be enhanced or mitigated? 

3. Can you tell me a bit about how clam gardens fit within an intertidal ecosystem?  

4. Aside from increased clam productivity, what benefits might healthy clam gardens create 

for the intertidal ecosystems they are part of?  

5. What ecological factors need to be considered in order to recognize these wider system 

benefits?   
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Discussion Guide for Parks Experts 

 

What to Expect 

 

This discussion session will take approximately 30-45 minutes to complete. It is meant to be a 

casual discussion with the questions below providing guidance, but not limiting the topics we 

can cover during our time together. 

 

You are welcome to bring resources (e.g. articles, websites, documents) you think I may find 

helpful to our discussion and/or send them to me via email (diver.carrie@gmail.com) prior to our 

meeting so I can review them beforehand. You may also have topics you wish to cover, or points 

you feel are important to discuss that are not covered in the questions below. I encourage you to 

bring those forward during our meeting. 

 

If at any time during our discussion I ask a question you are not comfortable answering, you may 

decline to answer and we will move on to the next question. If you require clarification about the 

purpose of my questions or the line of discussion we are following, please feel free to stop me 

and ask.  

 

I will record the call so that I may reference our discussion at a later time. After our meeting I 

will transcribe the recording and send it to you for review. The transcript is what will be added to 

my data set, so please feel free to provide clarifications or changes to the transcript to ensure 

your ideas and thoughts are represented accurately.  

 

To learn more about this project, including my research questions and methods please visit 

www.carriemcintosh.com. Should you have any questions about the information below or the 

informed consent form that accompanies this guide, please feel free to write or call me at any 

time at 604.723.4335 or at diver.carrie@gmail.com.  

 

Discussion Goals 

  

a) Explore the model of governance being used in the park 

b) Explore the opportunities and challenges of the model being used 

c) Explore ideas about how the governance model, processes, structure, and resources 

(financial/human) could be improved  
 

Discussion Questions 

 

1. What are the goals for the ecosystem of the park?  

2. What are the goals for the people and the culture within and surrounding the park?  

3. Can you tell me a bit about how governance of the park is structured today?  

4. Do you feel the model is adequate?  

5. What would you change about the way governance is done today and why?  
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Discussion Questions for Parks Canada Senior Executive Interviews 

 

1. Could you please talk about your involvement with Park governance, specifically the 

challenges that are present and how you are trying to address those challenges? 

 

2. Could you please talk about governance with Aboriginal communities from a Parks Canada 

context including (but definitely not limited to): 

a. Broad mandate and approach to governance with Aboriginal communities 

b. Broad goals and strategies regarding governance with Aboriginal communities  

c. Top three challenges regarding governance with Aboriginal communities and how 

Parks Canada seeks to address those challenges 

d. Navigating the balance between sharing responsibility/power in co-management 

arrangements and maintaining the controls necessary to meet Parks Canada legislation 

and policy obligations 

 


